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Introduction
The only constant is change

United Way of Anchorage

Welcome to the third edition of the Alaska Progress Report,
Alaska's report card measuring our social, economic and
environmental progress and promoting a higher quality of
life for all Alaskans.

Text.

As we like to say, if you can't agree on the facts, you can't
have a meaningful debate. So now you hold the facts in
your hand, and our hope is you will find public institutions
more transparent and accountable as a result. At the end of
the day it's about increasing trust in those institutions so our
leaders can govern more effectively.
You’ll notice a new logo on the report belonging to the
United Way of Anchorage. This is the result of a decision by
the Alaska 20/20 board of directors to partner with them to
take the Alaska Progress Report to the next level: your
community. As we like to say, nobody lives statewide, and
we hope this collaboration will be the first step in making the
Alaska Progress Report relevant to making a difference in
the quality of life where you live, work and play.
So it’s hail and farewell; the Alaska 20/20 process will become part of Alaska history, but this report will live on, and
more importantly the spirit of civic action and responsibility
is alive and well and made stronger by this transition.
Sincerely,

Wendy Lindskoog
Chair of the Board, Alaska 20/20
(David Sheakley Photography)

Ken Osterkamp, PhD
Editor, Alaska Progress Report
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The Alaska 20/20 Process
Mission
Alaska 20/20 was an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit
organization founded in 1999 to: (1) educate Alaskans
about our state’s progress towards a higher quality of life,
(2) engage Alaskans in deliberating social, economic and
environmental priorities, and (3) elevate Alaskans’ concerns
to the attention of public policy decision makers.
The Alaska 20/20 process remains the most thorough attempt so far made to develop a shared vision for the future
of our great state.

Hindsight
Alaskans built a solid foundation of
civic dialogue beginning with the
Alaska State Constitutional Convention in 1955. The Brookings Institution visioning forum sponsored by
the Legislative Council in 1969 deliberated uses for the more than $900
million from the North Slope oil lease
sale. The 1997 Principles and Interests Conference asked Alaskans to
consider the future of the Permanent
Fund, and the 2004 Conference of
Alaskans in Fairbanks used the
original convention model to bring together
55 Alaskans to discuss public finance.

Young and old, urban and rural, Alaskans from across the
state shared their hopes and dreams for the future of the
Alaska’s education, economy, environment, communities
and government. The conference report was distributed
statewide to more than 180,000 newspaper readers.
Following the publication of the report more than 2,000
Alaskans weighed in with their views on the future of
Alaska, filling out a survey distributed statewide and made
available on the Internet. Throughout 2002 over a hundred
meetings were held statewide to gather the thoughts and
opinions of Alaskans.
In 2003 Alaska 20/20 and the First
Alaskans Institute worked together
to design A Survey of Native Perspectives on Alaska Issues. 500
Alaska Native households were surveyed by telephone and the results
were incorporated into the Alaska
20/20 goals and objectives.

The road ahead

The Alaska Humanities Forum played a key role in
bringing together Alaskans from across the state and
across the political spectrum. In December 1999 the Forum
resolved “to launch a process to engage their fellow citizens
in a long-term, ongoing dialogue ─ to learn first what we
Alaskans value now, and to help the state plan a strategy to
influence and direct the future economic, social and community development of the last frontier.”
The participants named the process Alaska 20/20, a nonpartisan, facilitated dialogue involving every part of the
state, giving Alaskans an opportunity to share their values
and ideas ─ and to become engaged in creating a common
vision for the future. The process would include a report
card to measure Alaska’s progress towards realizing this
common vision, setting Alaska 20/20 apart from earlier efforts and ensuring transparency and accountability.

A chorus of strong voices
In the fall of 2001 a statewide Alaska Values Survey of
1,000 households was conducted to identify issues important to Alaskans. Focus group meetings in selected communities around the state followed the survey. The results were
presented in November 2001 at the Conference on Alaska’s
Future, where more than five hundred Alaskans met in Anchorage for two amazing days. They raised what University
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of Alaska President Mark Hamilton called “a chorus of
strong voices,” to develop the visions and goals that would
become the focus of a statewide conversation.

In 2003 five public workgroups reviewed the
progress of Alaska 20/20 and presented their recommendations at a Report Card Workshop in December 2003. A group of more than sixty Alaskans representing a wide range of organizations discussed and
participated in an advisory vote on what they believed were
the best measures of progress.
These findings were compiled into a draft report card that
was released at the February 2004 State of the State Conference. Participants discussed priorities among the various
issues and strategies for making progress on them.
The first Alaska Progress Report was published in October
2004; more than 10,000 print copies were distributed and
thousands more accessed online. Two more reports, the
2005-06 edition and this 2007 edition, followed.
In 2006 the board of Alaska 20/20 decided to seek a partner
organization that could take the Alaska 20/20 process to the
next logical step: integrating it at the local level in communities all across Alaska. The United Way of Anchorage
agreed to take on the Alaska Progress Report to complement its Community Impact Agenda, which was doing at the
community level many of the same things Alaska 20/20 had
been doing at the statewide level. UWA is part of the statewide United Way network, and their focus on engaging
stakeholders, setting priorities, and measuring results ensures that the Alaska Progress Report will be more relevant
than ever into the future.
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How to Use the APR
Measuring progress
The Alaska Progress Report contains 49 measures of progress grouped under five visions: education, economy, environment, communities and government. The APR is designed to be a dynamic document. It will change to reflect
the issues and priorities that Alaskans find important.

Measure number & name
The 49 measures, divided into five topic sections, are the heart of the APR.

Visions, objectives & measures
There are three levels to the APR. The five visions are
“word pictures” of how Alaskans desire the future to look.
The objectives are more specific, breaking down the vision
into smaller, measurable components. The 49 measures
are indicators of progress for each of the objectives.

Why is this important?
Each measure starts with a statement of its
significance.

Measures generally emphasize high level outcomes, for
example crime rates and educational achievement. A few
measures are incomplete, or the data does not exist for
what needs to be measured. Alaska 20/20 partners with
relevant organizations to improve data for these measures.

Benchmarking and grades

Revision date & source of text

Benchmarking is the process of comparing our performance
against some standard to find out where (and perhaps how)
we can do better. There are at least three ways to do this:
(1) Did we better or worse compared to the previous year?
(2) How do we compare to the national (or perhaps regional) average? And (3) did we improve as much as we
think we could have or should have?

Authors

The revision date states when the measure was
last revised, so that readers may tell at a glance
if they are looking at the most current version.
Following the revision data is the work cited.
“Abridged” means the narrative is not a continuous quote, and minor changes have been made
to fit the narrative into the space available. If no
source is indicated the narrative was developed
by Alaska 20/20 staff.

The text for most of the measures is taken from public documents, primarily those produced by the State of Alaska.
Authors are attributed in the source section for each measure.

Changes to the APR

Narrative

Any Alaskan individual or organization can petition for
changes to the Alaska Progress Report. The petition must
be submitted in writing and should clearly state the changes
requested and provide reasons for why the changes are felt
to be necessary. Change petitions will be considered by the
Board of Directors.

iii

This section is intended to outline the major
issues and trends related to the measure. For
some of the measures this is mainly background information cited from relevant public
documents.
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Objective

Measure locator

Each of the five topic sections has three objectives.

Shows how many measures
there are for this objective.

Indicator
The title describes trends and
other relevant information for
each of key indicator charted
for each measure.

Source of data
Where the data came from.

Pull quotes
Pull quotes call out significant
statements from the narrative.

Alaska 20/20 notes
These contain additional information and planned upgrades
to the text and data.

Page footer
Indicates the year of the report
and the page number.

More information
Web sites and other resources, plus planned improvements to the
measure and its indicators.
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Education Overview
VISION

Alaska’s education system will enable
lifelong learning
Lifelong learning is the key to a more fulfilling personal and
professional life. This has never been more important than
it is today. Education provides the tools to adapt to a world
where rapid change seems more the rule than the exception, and where income is strongly tied to education.
Society and businesses, families and individuals all benefit
from the collective knowledge and problem-solving skills
taught in the sciences, arts and humanities. Invaluable too
are the social skills children acquire for the first time as they
interact with their peers and education professionals, both in
a formal learning environment and in school-sponsored
sports and extracurricular activities.
The three objectives for this vision follow the natural timeline of learning, from children entering the formal school
system to adults pursuing technical training and higher degrees, whether for personal or professional growth.
The education picture is mixed for Alaska. Of most concern
is ensuring that children enter school ready to learn. Another major issue is attracting and retaining quality teachers, particularly in rural areas.

Objective: Children will enter school ready to learn
Students who are ready to learn when they enter school are
significantly more successful on a wide variety of measures,
including academic achievement and social adjustment.
Measures
Ready to Learn (#3) measures the results of the Alaska
Developmental Profile, the tool the state uses to assess
student readiness to learn as they enter the school system.
Progress
We have Alaska Developmental Profile assessment data
only since 2002, so we cannot say with certainty whether
Alaska is doing better or worse in preparing children to enter the school system. Other states assess “ready to learn”
in different ways so comparisons are difficult.
It is worrisome that preschool attendance has not improved.
Pre-kindergarten programs such as Head Start, which
serves children from low-income families, are considered by
many educators to play a vital role in increasing readiness
to learn. Alaska is one of only about ten states that do not
have state-funded pre-kindergarten programs.

v

Objective: Students will Graduate Prepared for Postsecondary Opportunities
For this objective to be achieved students must receive
quality instruction in relevant topics delivered in a supportive
environment.
Measures
Students (#4) measures student performance on a variety
of indicators, including standardized tests, and absenteeism, dropout and graduation rates. Teachers (#5) measures
teacher quality and retention, perhaps the single most important leading measure for student performance. Schools
(#6) measures the physical environment including life and
safety issues. Curricula (#7) measures the availability of
relevant courses including special education and vocational
and technical training.
Progress
Alaska students continue to outperform the national average on standardized tests, but the difference is shrinking.
Schools in Alaska appear to be safer than those in the US,
although Alaska has only surveyed students about safety
twice, in 1995 and 2003. Teacher turnover rates were down
in 2004. The percentage of Alaskans students both taking
and scoring well on advanced placement exams increased
but continues to lag behind the national average.

Objective: Postsecondary institutions will enable personal and professional development
Opportunities for adult education are necessary both for
personal growth and to enhance workers’ skills as they
adapt to the changing demands of the economy.
Measures
Postsecondary Institutions (#8) measures the opportunities
for workers in this regard. Higher Degrees (#9) measures
the general education level of Alaskans to answer the question of whether we are experiencing a “brain drain.”
Progress
Since 1980 Alaska has slipped from number one in both the
percentage of population completing high school and college to numbers 5 and 18 respectively. Alaska also sends
four first-time college freshmen outside for every one who
comes to Alaska, the second-worst of all states.
Education strongly predicts wages in today’s economy. Yet
data from the University of Alaska show it is difficult to convince graduates to remain in the state. This “brain drain”
must be reversed to retain our best and brightest.
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Economy Overview
VISION

Alaska will have a vital, sustainable
high-wage economy
Achieving this vision for the Alaska economy requires balancing three sometimes competing perspectives: worker,
business and sustainability. Each represents different underlying priorities, and the vision is fully realized only when
all three are served.
For example, if the minimum wage were tripled overnight it
would impose severe and unfair costs on businesses. The
result would be to discourage new business startups while
degrading the viability of existing companies, ultimately
harming the workers who initially benefited.
Alternately, doing away with regulations that impose costs
on business, for example workplace safety rules, unfairly
shifts the costs and consequences to workers. This could
make Alaska less competitive in the labor market compared
to other places and ultimately make it harder for businesses
to get the workers they need.
We hope the objectives and measures in this section will
facilitate the appropriate debate: how well does the balance
we currently have between these perspectives serve the
overall public interest?
The economy has remained reasonably healthy in Alaska
compared to the rest of the nation. Continued dependence
on the oil and gas sector and high levels of federal spending
raise concerns about sustainability.

Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at
livable wages
Workers are concerned with the availability of jobs and how
well they pay.
Measures
Income (#10) and Poverty (#11) measure how well or how
poorly Alaskans are doing from an income perspective. Employment and Wages (#12) and Unemployment (#13) measure the work opportunities and lack thereof, respectively.
Workforce Development (#14) measures attempts to maximize the employment of Alaskans.
Progress
Alaska has enjoyed eighteen consecutive years of economic growth. More than half the new jobs in 2003 were in
health care, and construction spurred by government
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spending is another bright spot. Overall indicators for this
objective are encouraging across the board. Concerns include the rural unemployment rate, a reflection of the fact
that rural Alaska continues to struggle relative to the rest of
the state. Caution should be exercised in comparing rural
rates to national averages since an apples-to-apples comparison would mean using national rural averages.

Objective: Businesses will be encouraged to innovate
and grow
Business owners and managers want to grow profits by
increasing revenue and decreasing expenses.
Measures
Small Business (#15) measures the creation and termination of this type of business, which describes almost all nonNative corporations started by Alaskans. Costs of Business
(#16) measures how Alaska compares to other states and
the nation as a whole, and Transportation (#17) measures
the infrastructure needed to facilitate commerce and economic development.
Progress
Small businesses employ two out of three workers in
Alaska. New business starts have been fairly flat the past
ten years, but a recent uptick contrary to national trends is
encouraging. Although the 121 business bankruptcy filings
in 2003 set a 15-year high, the trend has turned into the
right direction since then, with only 45 filings in 2006.
Health care features prominently on both sides of the business equation. It is the fastest growing sector in Alaska. At
the same time, the high cost of health insurance has been
the single largest concern cited by small business owners
nationwide since 2002.

Objective: Economic growth will be sustainable
Alaska’s economy is like an investment portfolio: diversity is
important to manage risk.
Measures
Diversification (#18) measures our success in reducing dependence on the oil sector and Federal Spending (#19)
does the same for that area.
Progress
The Alaska economy is not reducing its reliance on the oil
and gas sector, and the importance of federal spending has
been steadily rising. Both of these sectors can be highly
volatile and the potential for shocks due to shifting market
and political conditions is significant.
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Environment Overview
VISION

plants and animals.

Alaska’s natural environment will be
clean, healthy and well-managed
Alaska's wilderness areas define our great state, both for
those who live here and for those who visit. The natural
environment provides the resources that fuel our economy
and the settings that inspire our spirit. There is no question
that as Alaskans we love the outdoors and that we are
stewards holding these natural assets in trust for future generations.
The objectives that follow emphasize three aspects of good
stewardship: preservation of what we are not using, conservation of what we do use and ensuring the overall quality of
the natural environment.
With some notable exceptions, data for many environmental
indicators are inadequate, hampering management efforts.

Objective: Biological diversity and wilderness areas
will be preserved
Alaska’s wildlife depend on a food chain that also affects
human health. Forests, wetlands and other biological habitats provide the habitat necessary for wildlife to flourish, as
well as natural resources for our economy and the beautiful
setting that makes Alaska unique.
Measures
Where our actions impact these complex systems we must
take care not to willfully disrupt the natural balance in a
harmful manner. Biodiversity (#20) measures the number of
at-risk plant and animal species within Alaska. Wilderness
(#21) measures how well we are preserving wild habitat.
Progress
Biodiversity in Alaska is relatively secure. Demands on wilderness areas in the form of recreation and tourism are
increasing, and reconciling this trend with existing threats
from fire and pests will likely require increased management
commitment and capacity.

Objective: High air, land and water quality will be
maintained
Qualitative measures are important as a balance to quantitative measures of the natural environment. It does no good
to preserve the number of freshwater lakes, for example, if
pollution levels are so high as to be harmful to humans,
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Measures
Air Quality (#22) measures air pollution in major populated
areas. Land Quality (#23) measures our progress on cleaning up Superfund sites, brownfields and other negative legacies of our industrial and defense related activity. Finally,
Water Quality (#24) measures the health of the freshwater
systems in Alaska that supply drinking water and salmon
habitat.
Progress
Air and water quality are good but not improving in major
population areas. Alaska still deals with a legacy of land
contamination left over from defense and industrial activity
of past decades, including 99 active Superfund sites of
which eight are currently on the national priority list. In general air, land and water issues are insufficiently reported on
by the state and it is difficult for Alaskans to stay abreast of
issues and trends in environmental quality.

Objective: Energy and natural resource conservation
will be encouraged
Conserving the resources that we use ensures they will be
available in the future for us and for future generations of
Alaskans.
Measures
Fisheries (#25) measures how well we manage a resource
that provides half of the total fish catch in the US and almost
half of the private sector jobs in Alaska. Energy (#26) looks
at how well we are conserving energy and reaping the
benefits of cost savings and reductions in harmful emissions. Waste (#27) examines the consequences of the trash
we generate and the landfills we store it in.
Progress
Fisheries data show generally good news in reductions in
bycatch and discards, with a 2005 study ranking Alaska’s
performance the best in the nation. There are specific species of concern such as rockfish, corals and sponges. Energy efficiency on a per capita basis has been relatively flat
the past decade. Concerns include reliance on expensive
diesel in villages, declining natural gas supplies in southcentral Alaska and slow progress on renewable energy projects.
Alaskans continue to generate significantly more waste per
capita than the national average while recycling less. In
2000 only a third of the 271 active landfills in Alaska had a
current permit, and virtually no effort is made by the state to
make landfill or solid waste generation and disposal data
available to the public.
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Communities Overview
VISION

Alaska’s communities will be safe,
healthy and livable
Our communities encompass not just where we live but how
we live, and how well. This section is a broad survey of the
environment where we spend most of our time, and likely
where we find some of our greatest satisfactions.
Our communities vary widely from the cosmopolitan streets
of Anchorage to the village boardwalks of rural Alaska. One
thing that all communities have in common is that the people who make up a community are by nature interdependent. The choices we make affect others in the community,
and vice versa. The ongoing debate is over whether we
have an appropriate balance between, as the saying goes,
the right to wave your arms versus the right not to be struck
in the face.
The objectives in this section are fundamentally about how
we care for ourselves and for one another. They progress
from the most basic human needs of safety and health to a
broader measure of quality of life, livability.
Alaskan communities are generally safe and livable, but
face a number of public health challenges that together undoubtedly constitute the greatest obstacle to a higher standard of living statewide.

Objective: Communities will be safe
Safety for ourselves and our families must be secured before we can we focus on keeping ourselves healthy and
improving our general quality of life.
Measures
Crime (#28) measures the frequency of crime in society
using the crime index data collected by state and local law
enforcement agencies and reported annually to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Courts (#29) measures the timeliness, accuracy and quality of the judicial system as it deals
with civil and criminal caseloads. Corrections (#30) measures the efficacy of efforts by the state to reduce recidivism
through incarceration and rehabilitation.
Progress
Crime rates in Alaska closely track national trends, which is
to say crime rates have been declining for the past decade.
The one exception is in violent crime, which is higher than
the national average. The upward trend is driven primarily
by an increase in gang-related aggravated assaults in Anchorage, Alaska’s largest city. Efforts by the city do not appear to be reflected in a decline in this indicator in 2005.
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The Alaska Court System tracks comprehensive data about
its own performance in its annual reports, but does not
make these reports easily accessible by the public. Corrections efforts should focus on reducing recidivism, however it
is not clear if the department tracks data on this measure.

Objective: Communities will be healthy
Healthy people enjoy a higher quality of life and impose
fewer costs upon society. Health is affected both by environmental factors, such as toxic chemicals in drinking water,
and by behavior, such as choosing to exercise, use tobacco
products or wear a seatbelt. The narrative for the health
measures is taken from the Healthy Alaskans 2010 report,
which is dated but still captures the important dynamics of
these critical measures well.
Measures
Access to Health Care (#31) measures the ability of people
to pay for health care as well as the availability of health
care facilities staffed by competent professionals. Mothers
and Infants (#32) and Children and Teens (#33) look at two
important stages where good health is critical to future development.
Physical Health (#34) and Mental Health (#35) measure two
key indicators in those categories, obesity and suicide rates
respectively. Substance Abuse (#36) and Risky Behavior
(#37) look at the outcomes of factors that are heavily, although not solely, influenced by behavior.
Progress
Alaskans continue to lag behind the nation in health insurance even with our large population of federal beneficiaries.
Great strides have been made in the past few years in lowering infant mortality and teen death rates. Alaska has the
lowest percentage of low-birth weight babies in the nation.
Alaskans of all ages but particularly children and teens continue to be injured and die at rates much higher than the
national average, frequently from preventable causes.
Alaska has an obesity problem similar to the rest of the nation, but suicide rates are chronically much higher.
Substance abuse is another chronic problem in Alaska communities, and is a leading indicator for a number of other
measures of crime and health.
An important opportunity to intervene in this area is with
children and teens at school. Nationally the Youth Risk Factor Behavior survey collects important data on trends
among high school and middle school publications, but
changes to Alaska law in 1999 make it difficult to administer
the survey on a recurring basis.
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Communities Overview

(continued)

Objective: Communities will be livable
Livability is a general category of quality of life measures
that make communities both viable and vibrant.
Measures
Housing and Utilities (#38) measures achievement of the
American dream. Social Services (#39) measures the availability of safety net programs for those struggling in their
pursuit of that same dream, and Caring and Culture (#40)
measures how engaged people are in their communities
through volunteerism, charitable giving and cultural events.
Subsistence (#41) measures how mostly rural Alaskans
participate in this culturally and economically important activity.
Progress
The homeownership rate in Alaska generally tracks national
levels. Social service organizations are alive and well in
Alaska. Depending on how statistics are collected and
which types of organizations are included, data generally
show Alaska ranks high or very high in the number of nonprofit organizations per capita. Alaska’s rank is at least
partly a reflection of high levels of federal spending, particularly on health care organizations, as well as our large geography and dispersed population.
What may be a cause for concern is evidence that Alaskans
self-report the eighth highest volunteering rate in the nation,
but the data on charitable giving show Alaska ranking quite
low. More research could clear up this anomaly.
The subsistence measure does not track progress per se,
however it appears to show a mild decrease in reliance on
the subsistence fisheries that tend to provide the bulk of
subsistence take by weight. This could be a result of Alaska
Natives urban migration: by 2020 it is estimated that 50% of
Alaska Natives will live in urban areas. Nonetheless subsistence remains demonstrably a vital part of their culture and
economy.

ix
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Government Overview
VISION

Government in Alaska will be trusted,
effective and sustainable
Federal, state, local and tribal governments in Alaska provide services not adequately or appropriately provided by
the private sector. They are supported primarily by public
funds in the interest of the public good.
The preceding four sections of this report all deal with
measures influenced heavily by their policies. This section
deals with the implementing authorities themselves, although often it is difficult to accurately assess the effects of
any one level of government on any given issue.
We all benefit from the activities of government. Businesses
run using public infrastructure such as roads and students
learn at public schools. There is wide scope for debate
about who benefits and who pays for public services.
Sustainability is an urgent issue for local governments, particularly in rural Alaska, where over the past few years costs
have increased and revenues decreased, a condition made
acute by the elimination of state revenue sharing in 2004.
Of 133 first- and second-class cities in Alaska 13 have
ceased day to day operations and perhaps half of those
remaining are struggling with significant financial problems.
Although less pressing sustainability is an issue at the state
level as well. Alaska’s state government is currently enjoying a budget surplus due to high oil prices, but long-term
fiscal sustainability and over-dependence on this sector and
federal spending are major and chronic concerns.

Objective: Government will be trusted
The legitimacy of government begins with the trust of the
people who have consented to be governed. Trust is built
through accountability for results, transparency of process
and fairness in the apportionment of costs and benefits.
Measures
The most direct way to measure the degree of trust people
have in government is simply to ask them. A regular survey
of Public Opinion (#42) is advocated to measure public trust
of government in Alaska. Voter Turnout (#43) is a complementary measure of how engaged people are in exercising
their fundamental right in a representative democracy. Public Management (#44) rates the stewardship of Alaska’s
public institutions.
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Progress
Voters in Alaska turn out at rates consistently higher than
the national average. Public opinion polls show that all Alaskans are concerned about the same general issues: jobs,
education and substance abuse primarily. Alaska Natives
add subsistence to that list of concerns.

Objective: Government will be effective
As the saying goes, effective means doing the right thing
and efficient means doing the thing right. People expect
government to do both, and at a reasonable cost to boot.
Measures
Cost of Government (#45) measures state government efficiency, with the understanding that costs in Alaska are typically higher than elsewhere in the US, and the acknowledgement that government provides many services where
cost is an important but not necessarily the primary consideration. Missions & Measures (#46) measures how well
state government attains its own goals.
Progress
Government in Alaska costs more on a per capita basis
than elsewhere, to some degree because it is inherently
more expensive for delivery of government services. Although outside organizations rank Alaska’s government
poorly it is making a significant effort to manage based on
results through the Missions and Measures initiative.

Objective: Government will be sustainable
Sustainability is necessary to ensure that public services
are not being bought at a cost that will break the bank. All
three of these measures will be familiar to any family as
they are universal measures of financial health.
Measures
Balanced Budget (#47) measures how well state government matches revenues to expenditures. Net Assets (#48)
measures how wealthy we are as a state, and Public Debt
(#49) measures the state’s debt and creditworthiness.
Progress
Alaska has cut the state budget deeply over the past decade, however until the past year of record high oil prices it
was still not enough to balance expenditures and revenues.
Even if the gas pipeline and other major projects go
through, the major fields and the taxes and royalties they
provide to run state government are finite and in decline.
The volatile nature of state finances creates economic uncertainty and discourages investment. Planning for sustainable long-term public financing has not been addressed.
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General Measures

Measure 1 of 2

1. Demographics
For example, a growing population
will result in more demands for public services of all types.
Alaska’s aging population will result
in both higher demand for medical
services (with more high-paying
medical sector jobs) and higher state
Medicaid payouts (the fastest growing item in the state budget).

Alaska’s increase in population (shown in thousands) in the last decade
was due mostly to new births while young families left the state:
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The quantity and quality of the overall population are leading indicators
in that they strongly influence other
measures.

Source: US Census Bureau

SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska Population Overview:
2002-2003 Estimates” by the Alaska Department of Labor &
Workforce Development, October 2006.

Population trends

of falling oil prices combined with declining oil production.

Births, deaths & migration
Between 1990-2000 the state’s population continued to
increase. Since 1993 it has been natural population increase, or more births than deaths, that has provided the
major stimulus for growth. Alaska still has one of the highest
rates of natural increase in the nation, but as in the nation
as a whole birth rates are currently falling.

The 2004 residential population of Alaska was estimated to
be 655,435, or 0.22% of the population of the U.S. Alaska
in 2004 ranked 47th in population. In spite of its low population density of 1.1 persons per square mile, Alaska Population in 2000 was 65.6% urban, versus 79% in the U.S. Most Alaskans
live in towns and villages or clustered settlements.
Alaska’s population

Because of the substantial declines
in military and dependent population
due to base closures and reorganiin 2000
zations during the mid 1990s Alaska
was 65.6% urban, versus 79%
The population of Alaska was quite
experienced a protracted period of
in the US.
small before the gold rush in the
net out-migration. The military
1880s. The first census in 1880
movements were large enough to
counted only 33,426 persons. The
offset any civilian immigration during
gold rush doubled the state’s poputhis period. During the late 1990’s
lation between 1890 and 1900. Following the turn of the
the extremely good economic opportunities in the states
century it remained stable for the next 40 years.
which have traditionally provided most of Alaska’s migrants,
combined with Alaska’s lack of growth in income and the
World War II brought the construction of the Alcan Highway.
continued high cost of living, dampened in-migration to the
The result was dramatic growth of the state’s population.
state relative to levels seen in the early 1980s and 1990s.
Alaska had approximately 224,000 people at the time of
statehood in 1959. The building of the 800-mile transWith the national economic downturn of 1999 most moveAlaska oil pipeline dramatically affected population growth
ment nationwide declined. With the decline in opportunities
in the 1970s. At the completion of pipeline construction, the
in Alaska’s feeder states, in-migration became positive for
boom was followed by a recession during 1977-80.
the first time in 2001-2002 accounting for a modest growth
equaling about half of our natural increase in that year. Net
Between 1980 and 1985 Alaska experienced its largest
migration has since fallen to roughly zero for 2003-2004.
economic boom. Alaska’s population grew by a phenomenal
25% in five years, making it the most rapidly growing state
Alaska 20/20 notes
in the nation. From 1985-89 Alaska experienced a recesPossible upgrades include mapping demographic trends to
sion similar to that of 1977-80 but more severe, as a result
social, economic and environmental measures.

More information
Alaska Bureau of Vital Statistics: www.hss.state.ak.us/dph/bvs/default.htm
Alaska Department of Labor & Workforce Development: www.almis.labor.state.ak.us
US Census Bureau: www.census.gov
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General Measures

Measure 2 of 2

2. Disparities

Male

Female

Migrant

Low Income

Limited English
Proficiency

Disabled

Mixed Ethnicity

Mathematics

Hispanic

Writing

Caucasian

Reading

Asian/Pacific
Islander

The complex nature of the causes of
these conditions can defy easy solutions, but the social and economic
costs of not addressing them may be
much higher.

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

AK Native /
Am. Indian

These inequalities can challenge our
society’s core values of justice, fairness, and equity.

Academic performance strongly predicts positive outcomes later in life,
yet Alaska’s High School Graduation Qualification Exam results vary
widely between groups. Percentage of tenth graders who failed in 2006:

African
American

Quality of life is not equal for all
Alaskans. This is often normal and
no cause for concern, however some
disparities are severe, recurring and
disproportionately affect specific
groups of Alaskans.

Source: Alaska Department of Education
Abridged from “Status of Alaska Natives,” Institute of Social
and Economic Research, May 2004.

now die from heart disease and cancer at higher rates than
other Alaskans. Climbing rates of diabetes are a growing
worry for doctors and the Native community.

Status of Alaska Natives

Natives are also more likely to smoke, although rates
The story since 1990 for Alaska Natives is a mixed one.
among Native teenagers are dropping. Natives continue to
They gained thousands of new jobs and improved their indie by accident, suicide, or homicide much more often than
comes, as they have every decade since 1960. Native
other Alaskans. But rates of accidental death are down sigwomen in particular continued to move into the work force.
nificantly.
But the gains in the 1990s were
smaller, and thousands of Natives
Widespread alcohol abuse continwho wanted jobs couldn’t find
ues to fuel high rates of Fetal Alcothem. The modest income gains
hol Spectrum Disorder, child
were not in wages but mostly in
The story since 1990 for Alaska
abuse, domestic violence, and
transfer payments, including the
Natives is a mixed one.
other crimes. But Native communistate Permanent Fund dividend.
ties are fighting back, with two
thirds imposing some local controls
Native incomes on average remain
on alcohol. More Natives also enjust over half those of other Alastered alcohol- treatment programs
kans, and Natives are still about a
in the 1990s.
third less likely to have jobs. Native households are three
times more likely to be poor; poverty is especially high
More Alaska Natives are graduating from high school and
among households headed by women. These economic
going on to college, especially women. But Native students
problems are all worse for Natives in remote rural villages.
are also more apt to drop out of school, and many fail stanSubsistence hunting and fishing continue to be crucial not
dard tests. Native students’ knowledge of their own cultures
only for cultural but also for economic reasons.
and languages is also an important gauge of education, but
we currently have no way to measure such knowledge.
Basic housing, sanitation, and health care in Native villages
also continued to improve in the past decade. With better
Alaska 20/20 notes
living conditions and improved access to health care, more
The urban/rural divide is a real and contentious issue for
Native babies are surviving and Native people are living
Alaskans. Possible upgrades include showing data for all
longer. Hepatitis and other illnesses linked to poor sanitameasures by geographic and demographic variables.
tion have dwindled.
But the effects of the modern American diet and way of living are becoming more apparent among Native people, who

In 2004 Alaska had the most equally distributed income in
the nation as measured by the Gini Coefficient.

More information
Alaska Department of Education & Early Development: www.eed.state.ak.us/tls/assessment/results.html
First Alaskans Institute: www.firstalaskans.org
Institute of Social & Economic Research: www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu
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Objective: Children will enter school ready to learn.

Measure 1 of 1

3. Ready to Learn
Children are not equal in their levels
of preparedness when they first enter school. Students who are ready
to learn are significantly more successful on a wide variety of academic and social measures.
Early assessment allows special
attention to be given where needed
and assists in developing programs
to help families increase readiness.

Percentage of children showing desired behavior in specific areas:
100%
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2005-06

Since 2000 teachers in Alaska have
used a variety of subjective tools to
assess all incoming students in an
anonymous manner.
Data source: Alaska Department of Education and Early Development
SOURCE: Abridged from “The Alaska Developmental Profile User’s Guide” by the Alaska Department of Education
and Early Development, June 2003.

The Alaska Developmental Profile
The purpose of the Alaska Developmental Profile is to assist school staff and parent/families with knowing the needs
of kindergarten and/or first grade children soon after entry
into public school in order to provide
the foundation for successful completion of standards based public
The data
education and for success in life.

Administering the ADP
The ADP is to be completed for children entering kindergarten or first grade in each Elementary School, in each public
school including charter schools and schools providing distance delivery education. A student whose profile was submitted upon entering kindergarten does not need an additional profile in the first grade.

will help the
Department of Education track
trends in child development,
statewide and within regions.

The ADP is completed for each
child entering kindergarten or first
grade to help families, schools, and
communities support the educational needs of young children. The
ADP includes developmental information in the areas of physical well-being and motor development, language and literacy, personal/social skills, thinking and cognition. Background information about the child’s
health, preschool experience and any special needs is also
included.
The indicators on the ADP have been chosen as hallmark
descriptions of entering kindergarten and first grade students that routinely appear on many assessment instruments.

The ADP was developed by a committee of Alaska kindergarten and primary teachers, public school administrators,
Head Start staff, university professors, and parents with
assistance from Dr. Rebecca Severieide, a nationally known
specialist in early childhood education.

The ADP should be based on the
child’s skills using the accommodations or adaptations she or he typically uses.

The ADP Recording Form must be
received in the Department of Education and Early Development by
November 1st of each year. The
data will help the Department of
Education track trends in child development, statewide and within regions and provide assistance to districts and schools.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Pre-kindergarten programs such as Head Start, which
serves children from low-income families, are considered by
many educators to play a vital role in increasing readiness
to learn. Alaska is one of ten states that do not have statefunded pre-kindergarten programs.
Early reading programs such as Alaska Reading First are
also considered to be very important by the federal government, which has made grants available for such programs.

More information
Alaska Developmental Profile: www.eed.state.ak.us/tls/assessment/developmental.html
Head Start: www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/hsb/
National Institute for Early Education Research: www.nieer.org
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Objective: Students will graduate prepared for postsecondary opportunities.

Measure 1 of 4

4. Students
Student performance, evaluated
using high quality standards that are
fairly administered, is the ultimate
indicator of how effective our education system is.
No single indicator adequately
measures student performance.
Dropout rates roughly indicate high
school participation and completion.
The best picture emerges from looking at a broad selection of factors
such as attendance, test scores and
the percentage of students who go
on to college.

Alaska’s dropout rate and 8th grade scores on NAEP standardized tests:
30%
25%
8th graders scoring at or above proficient in reading (NAEP)
8th graders scoring at or above proficient in math (NAEP)
Statewide dropout rate, grades 7-12

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Source: Alaska Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics

Attendance & absenteeism
Doing well in school begins with showing up. Research consistently shows that high absenteeism rates are strong predictors of grade decline and other problems. Alaska public
school data show that over the past five years the average
attendance rate statewide has stayed at about 93% although there is likely wide variation between schools.

Standardized tests
Test scores, despite their shortcomings, provide a rough comparison of
student performance against standards and between schools.

dropout rates are a better but still rough approximation of
high school completion. Where graduation rates are tracked
by the Department of Education, it is the Department of
Labor that tracks dropout rates.
The dropout rate is tracked by the state for grades 7-12.
Although the overall trend is flat at 5 to 6%, the rate for
Alaska Natives is much higher at 8
to 9%, accounting for over 40% of
dropouts statewide.

In Alaska from 1990 to 2002
college attendance for 18 to 24
year olds decreased from
8.6% to 7.2%. Nationwide it
increased from 8.6% to 9.2%.

State benchmark tests are administered in grades 3, 6 and 8 to test
proficiency against state standards,
although changes to the tests between years make comparison difficult. Since 1996 the California Achievement Test (CAT/6)
has been administered in grades 4,5, 7 and 9. Alaska students have consistently performed above the national average on the CAT/6. Alaska is currently in the process of replacing these with customized standardized tests.
Beginning in 2004 students who failed to pass the High
School Graduation Qualifying Exam were denied diplomas.
These students had opportunities to take the test in the
10th, 11th and 12th grade. In addition the No Child Left Behind Act requires schools to participate in the National Assessment of Educational Progress in grades 4 and 8.

Dropout & graduation rates
Because of limitations in the way the state tracks graduation
rates, which are an indicator of adequate performance,

The data do not account for students who leave Alaska to go to
school in another state, but do account for students who transfer to
another school or alternative program that meets credit requirements. This indicator would be considerably more useful if it measured
cohorts of students, for example tracking how many students out of a given 7th grade class go on to graduate.

Going on to college
According to data from the National Information Center for
Higher Education Policymaking and Analysis in 1990 8.6%
of Alaskans age 18 to 24 were attending college versus
8.9% nationally. Twelve years later in 2002 the Alaska rate
decreased to 7.2% versus a national increase to 9.2%.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Related indicators include college admittance tests (SAT
scores) and college attendance directly from high school.
Possible improvements include adding national dropout rate
and NAEP data for comparison.

More information
Alaska Department of Education & Early Development: www.eed.state.ak.us
National Center for Education Statistics: nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/states/profile.asp
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems: www.higheredinfo.org
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Objective: Students will graduate prepared for postsecondary opportunities.

Measure 2 of 4

5. Teachers
There is a lack of consensus on how
to measure teacher quality. Peer
review, years of experience, subject
matter knowledge, academic degrees, skills mastery, and certification are all popular methods.
Recruiting and retaining top quality
teachers is a challenge, especially in
rural Alaska where once-higher salaries are no longer the norm.

Teacher turnover in Alaska, 1978 - 2004 (% new to district):
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Research consistently shows
teacher quality and experience to be
among the most important influences
on student performance.

Source: Institute of Social & Economic Research

SOURCE: Abridged from “Teachers” by Melinda Bruno and
Dan Robinson in Alaska Economic Trends, February 2003.

Teacher shortages

out rate for Native students which is disproportionately high.

Teacher salaries

In the mid-1980s, Alaska was flush with oil revenue and the
The most current ten-year forecast calls for a modest 4 perstate’s teachers were making 170 percent as much as the
cent increase in total teaching positions from 1998 to 2008;
national average teacher salary. Since then, however, the
however, a large portion of the current teaching workforce is
gap has narrowed significantly, and by the 2000-2001
expected to retire in the next decade. As already noted,
school year Alaska teachers made about 111 percent as
retention is an ongoing concern. As
much as the national average.
a result, education officials are concerned about the state’s ability to fill
The U.S. average for teacher salaThe average turnover rate in
all of its expected openings with
ries grew 31.5 percent in the decqualified teachers.
ade from school year 1990-91 to
rural districts is 20 percent
school year 2000-01. During that
compared to 7 percent in
same decade, Alaska teachers’
Rural teachers
urban districts.
average salary grew just 10.9 perRural Alaska school districts have
cent, last among all states and the
always struggled to attract and reDistrict of Columbia.
tain enough quality teachers. Historically, the state has been able to
In 2000-2001 the average salary for beginning teachers in
offer significantly higher salaries than other states, but as
Alaska (with BA degrees only) is more than $3,000 higher
the salary gap has narrowed in the last decade, applications
than in any other state. Offsetting higher beginning salaries
have fallen and the problem has become more acute.
is the high cost of living.
One of the reasons teacher turnover is high in rural Alaska
Alaska 20/20 notes
is because most teachers are either from the lower fortyThe No Child Left Behind Act requires that all public school
eight or from Alaska’s urban areas. They are usually unpreteachers be “highly qualified” in their core subjects by the
pared for the harsh climate, isolation, and cultural differend of the 2005-06 school year. This will be a problem for
ences in rural communities. The average turnover rate in
rural teachers since they tend to teach many subjects.
rural districts is 20 percent compared to 7 percent in urban
districts.
Teacher turnover measured as “% new to district” will be
high if a district is hiring many new teachers. Measuring
Alaska Natives make up about 23 percent of the public
turnover as “% not returning to prior year’s district” compenschool population, yet less than five percent of the teacher
sates for this but understates the effect of students being
population. In rural areas the proportion of Native students
taught by new teachers.
is much higher. More Native teachers may reduce the drop-

More information
Alaska Economic Trends article: labor.state.ak.us/trends/feb03.pdf
Institute of Social and Economic Research: iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Home/ResearchAreas/EducationStudies.htm
Teacher quality brief at Education Week: www.edweek.org/context/topics/issuespage.cfm?id=50
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Objective: Students will graduate prepared for postsecondary opportunities.

Measure 3 of 4

6. Schools
Safe, healthy and comfortable learning environments produce greater
student achievement and higher
teacher retention rates.
Moderate size schools are conducive to higher student performance,
while there is less consensus about
the effects of class size.
Adequate funding of preventive
maintenance to reduce operational
costs is important. So too are technology and equipment.

% of high school students who report being threatened or injured with a
weapon on school property one or more times during the past 12 months:
12%
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US male
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Source: Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey 2003

Crime & violence in schools
In the 2003 Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey of high
school students 10.9% of boys and 4.9% of girls report having been threatened or injured with a weapon such as a
gun, knife or club on school property within the past 12
months, little changed from 1995 reports.

ance with all five areas assessed by the Alaska Department
of Education and Early Development: maintenance management, energy, custodial, training and repair and replacement schedule.

According to Preventive Maintenance: State of the State the
number of school districts in compliance with all five assessed areas was 49 of 53 as of August 2006, up from 38
Fewer than 5% of either boys or girls reported they did not
of 53 in June of 2004. In 2004 the fifteen districts not in
go to school because they felt uncompliance were all located in rural
safe. Boys reported a slight inAlaska, and four of the fifteen were
crease of 1.3% from 1995, whereas
not in compliance in any of the five
among girls there appears to be no
In 2003 Alaska high school
areas assessed. In 2006 the four
difference.
boys reported 50% fewer
districts not in compliance were
Aleutian Region (2 of 5), Kake City
physical fights on school
9.5% of Alaska high school boys
(3 of 5), Pelican City (0 of 5) and
report having had property stolen at
property compared to 1995.
Pribilof Island (3 of 5).
school compared to 28.1% of girls.
Although girls report a drop from
Alaska 20/20 notes
1995, boys report no real change.
Senator Fred Dyson sponsored legislation in 1999 that
made Alaska one of the few states in the U.S. to require
Physical fighting reports among high school boys on school
parental approval for a student to participate in the Youth
property has decreased by over 50% since 1995, from
Risk Behavior Survey. Educators maintain the burden of
25.0% to 12.0%, well below 18.0% for U.S. boys. Among
meeting this unusual requirement invalidated the YRBS
Alaska high school girls the reported drop is less significant,
results in multiple years and continue to prevent the collecdropping from 7.5% in 1995 to 4.8% in 2003. When comtion of data that could result in more effective education
pared to 1995 data, significant decreases have been repolicy decision making.
ported by both sexes.

Maintenance & operations
Education funding from the state is prioritized for capital
improvement projects that are scored competitively based
on criteria such as seriousness of life/safety issues, projected savings and number of unhoused students.

Another measure of school violence recorded by staff instead of students is suspensions/expulsions, usually reported per 1,000 enrolled students. Other popular school
measures are school size, class size and pupil to teacher
ratios. Possible improvements include data on deferred
maintenance and code violations.

To be eligible for state funding districts must be in compli-

More information
Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey 2003: www.epi.hss.state.ak.us/pubs/YRBS/2003/YRBS%202003.pdf
Alaska educational facilities information: www.eed.state.ak.us/facilities
Association of Alaska School Boards: www.aasb.org
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Objective: Students will graduate prepared for postsecondary opportunities.

Measure 4 of 4

7. Curricula
High school education is organized
around coursework, and the quality
of the curriculum is a strong predictor of success in both the workplace
and in college.
Because of this importance curricula
should be available at the appropriate level for advanced students and
for those facing challenges, such as
learning disabilities or language barriers.
The beneficial effects of completing
a high quality curriculum are even
greater for minority students.

Alaska continues to lag behind the US in the percentage of students both
taking and scoring well in Advanced Placement exams:
% of students taking an AP exam - Alaska
% of students taking an AP exam - US
% of students demonstrating college-level mastery of an AP exam in high school - Alaska
% of students demonstrating college-level mastery of an AP exam in high school - US
24.2%
20.9%
20.0%
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15.4% 15.9%
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10.8%

10.1% 10.2%

10%

13.2%

12.6%

14.8%

5%
0%
Class of 2000

Class of 2004
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Source: The College Board
SOURCE: Abridged from “Advanced Placement Report to
the Nation 2005,” The College Board, 2005.

Advanced Placement Exam
The College Board partners with colleges and universities to
create assessments of college-level learning—the AP Exams—in 34 subject areas.
Most colleges and universities in the
United States recognize AP Exam
results in the admission process as
a sign of a student’s ability to succeed in rigorous curricula, and they
also award college credit or placement into a higher-level college
course.

the percentage of students in a total population who had at
least one AP experience resulting in an exam score of 3 or
higher. This shows the proportion of the overall population—not just the AP classroom—that demonstrated college
level master of an AP experience sometime in high
school—a gauge of the extent to which the overall population is succeeding at advanced academics in high school.

Alaska 20/20 notes

Alaskan continues to lag in the
percentage of students both
taking and scoring well in Advanced Placement exams.

At the request of educators nationwide the College Board
recently removed “Percentage of AP Students Scoring 3 or
Higher” from its official AP Grade Reports. Educators rightly
realized that evaluating an AP course based on what percentage of students taking the AP Exam scored 3 or higher
was meaningless, since this metric could be inflated by reducing the number of students allowed to take the Exam.
To avoid the problems of this metric others have suggested
the use of a metric that shows the percentage of students in
a school taking AP Exams regardless of performance. Although this metric shows the extent to which a school is
providing equitable access to AP for its students, by ignoring all performance data this metric does not convey the
extent to which that access is to courses truly offered at the
level of quality demonstrated by exam grades of 3 or higher.
The best single measure of equity and excellence in AP is

In 2006 Alaska Native/Native American students made up 1.1% of the
student population nationwide, but
only 0.6% of AP examinees, while
in Alaska they made up 20.5% of
the student population but only
4.4% of AP examinees.

By the same measures African Americans are significantly
underrepresented, and Latinos slightly overrepresented.
The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is designed not to
measure student achievement per se, but rather to predict
success in college, a rough measure of how well the K-12
curriculum prepares students for college. Mean SAT scores
for Alaska slightly increased over the past decade and are
roughly on a par with the rest of the nation.
Alaska was one of four states that received an overall “F” on
the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation’s 2006 assessment of
state education curriculum standards.
Possible improvements include developing a measure of
access to vocational and technical education. Additional
measures could include special education and distance
delivery.

More information
Advanced Placement Exams: apcentral.collegeboard.com
SAT scores: www.collegeboard.com/about/news_info/cbsenior/yr2005/reports.html
State of Alaska Special Education: eed.state.ak.us/tls/SPED
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Objective: Postsecondary institutions will enable personal and professional development.

Measure 1 of 2

8. Postsecondary Institutions
Institutions of higher learning improve the quality of life for Alaskans
by offering educational opportunities
for personal and professional development. The ability of these institutions to attract students is a measure
of their quality and cost.
These institutions make positive
social and economic impacts by attracting students, staff and research
dollars to Alaska.
Research produced by these institutions contributes to solutions for
pressing public policy issues.

In 2004 for every college freshman coming to Alaska from outside we lost
four, ranking next-to-last among states in this import/export ratio:
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Source: National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

Enrollment

2004 this proportion was reversed, a significant change.

Alaska Pacific University, Sheldon Jackson College and the
University of Alaska (UA) serve the postsecondary education needs of Alaskans. The ability of these institutions to
attract students from both inside and outside the state is a
measure of how well they compare in quality and cost.

The existing level of state appropriations is consistent with
similar institutions when compared on a per student basis
and adjusted for Alaska factors such as geography, cost of
living, and faster facility deterioration due to a harsh climate.

The percentage of Alaska high
school graduates who choose to
attend UA steadily increased from
18% in 1997 to 26% in 2005. The
UA Scholar program, which offers a
four-year scholarship to the top 10%
of graduates from qualified Alaska
high schools, has increased the
percent of that group who attend
from 33% in 1999 to 44% in 2005.

In 2003 the state investment of $240 million in the University of Alaska generated an estimated economic impact of over $1
billion.

In 2004 for every
college freshman coming to
Alaska from Outside we lost
four, ranking next-to-last
among states.

In that same period UA has attained
modest increases in retention rates for first-time, full-time
degree-seeking freshmen, to about 64%.
Alaska consistently ranks last or next-to-last in our
“freshmen import-export ratio.” In 2004 for every college
freshman coming to Alaska from outside we sent out four.
Some of these students who come may stay, and some
who leave may return, but this nonetheless remains a rough
indicator of the perceived competitiveness of our postsecondary institutions.

Public finance
The University of Alaska has reduced its reliance on state
funding as a proportion of its overall budget over the past
decade. In 1990 the UA budget was 60% state funds and
40% tuition/fees, federal/research and other sources. In

Alaska 20/20 notes

The National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) collects information from undergraduates at fouryear colleges and universities
across the country to assess the
extent to which students engage in
a variety of effective educational practices. Alaska Pacific
University and the University of Alaska Anchorage participate in the program.

Another measure of postsecondary participation is the number of students enrolled in distance education courses delivered by out-of-state institutions.
Possible improvements include integrating data on enrollment from institutions other than the University of Alaska
and working with participating institutions to report NSSE
results; developing data on participation in distance education, breaking out enrollment by in-state versus out-of-state
to give a fuller picture of competitiveness and reporting on
the number of graduates from Alaskan postsecondary institutions who stay in Alaska to live and work.

More information
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems: www.higheredinfo.org
University of Alaska Institutional Research: www.alaska.edu/swoir/
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education: Wiche.edu
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Objective: Postsecondary institutions will enable personal and professional development.

Measure 2 of 2

9. Higher Degrees
Alaska’s economic strength and vitality depends on a skilled and educated workforce, whether we “grow
our own” or import from outside.
This workforce is necessary to compete with other states in attracting
industry and creating new employment opportunities.
Failure to do this means educated
Alaskans will look outside the state
for employment while those who stay
will have more limited options.

Education level completed, persons age 25 and over:
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Source: US Census Bureau (Current Population Survey Table 13)

SOURCE: Abridged from “Education in Alaska,” Greg Williams, Alaska Economic Trends, December 2002.

Pipeline drew educated workers
Many factors can rapidly change the educational profile of a
community, including changing socioeconomic conditions
and migration. When new, younger workers are attracted to
Alaska due to rapid economic growth, they tend to come
with a higher level of education than
the resident older population.
During the 1970s and early 1980s
as pipeline construction and the oil
boom fueled rapid economic
growth, a windfall of well educated
“baby boomers” came to Alaska.

Alaska compared to the nation

Alaska’s relative position began slipping following the 1986
oil market collapse. By 1990 Alaska ranked 12th. In 2000
the state slipped to 21st place, with 24.7 percent of the
population holding a bachelor’s degree or higher, barely
above the national average of 24.4 percent.

Both internal and external forces contributed to Alaska’s
inability to maintain its rank among states as one of the
highest in advanced degree attainment. The nation’s high-tech, highwage, growth of the 1990s largely
passed Alaska by, resulting in fewer
Alaska’s overall education
highly educated migrants to the
levels have continued to
state.

improve, but the state has lost
ground relative to the rest of
the U.S .

Alaska compares favorably with the
nation in the percentage of its population that hold high school diplomas (or equivalent), bachelor’s or master’s degrees. However, at the highest educational levels, Alaska’s population has a below average
share of professional and doctoral degree holders: only 1.8
percent of Alaskans have professional degrees compared to
2.6 percent for the U.S., and only 0.9 percent have doctoral
degrees, compared to a national average of 1.4 percent.
These differences are likely due to labor market forces and
the occupational mix in Alaska versus the rest of the U.S.
Although the percentage of Alaskans holding bachelor,
graduate or professional degrees increased during the 1970
– 2000 period, Alaska lost ground when compared to other
states. In 1970, Alaska was third highest in its proportion of
people holding bachelor’s or advanced degrees.

Alaska saw a loss of high paying,
traditionally education intensive jobs
in the federal government and oil
and gas industry sectors. The pace
and nature of future economic
growth will determine whether Alaska will retain its postsecondary graduates as well as attract graduates from the
lower 48.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Other measures of higher degree attainment include professional degrees and associate degrees.
Possible improvements include data for professional and
associate degrees and break out bachelor’s degrees from
master/doctorate achievement.

More information
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development: almis.labor.state.ak.us
Census educational attainment data : www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/educ-attn.html
Education and earnings (see tables 1 and 10): www.census.gov/prod/2004pubs/censr-15.pdf
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Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at livable wages.

Measure 1 of 5

10. Income
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Per capita personal income is the
result of dividing total personal income by the entire resident population of an area. It is considered a
good measurement of economic well
being because of the inclusiveness
of its definition.

Per capita personal income in Alaska, 1959—2005:

1959

Total personal income is the most
comprehensive measure of income.
It includes net earnings (mostly
wages and salaries), rental income,
transfer payments, dividends and
interest income.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis

SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska: An Interesting Income
Picture” by Neal Fried & Brigitta Windisch-Cole, Alaska Economic Trends, November 2005.

Trends in per capita income

level with the U.S. average.
The national economy went into a recession in 2001, which
Alaska managed to avoid. This meant some above average
years in personal income growth relative to the rest of the
country. But inflation-adjusted per capita income has
changed little from 2000 to 2005 and since 1990 it has
grown by only a half percent per year.

Alaskans earned a combined $22.6 billion in 2004, an increase of slightly more than $1 billion from 2003. Dividing
that number by the number of residents – every man,
woman and child – means that Alaska’s per capita income
was $34,454. Per capita income is
considered a good measure of economic wellbeing because it includes
Alaska's 2005 per capita
income generated through work
and investments as well as transfer
income of $35,433 puts Alaska
payments (essentially government
in 15th place among states.
payments).
Alaska’s 2005 per capita income of
$35,433 puts Alaska in 15th place among all 50 states. This
ranking has changed little in the past five years. Alaska
reached its peak in 1975 as No. 1 in the United States and
held the distinction for over a decade. At the onset of the
state’s most severe economic recession in 1986 total personal income actually fell two consecutive years. As a result
the state’s per capita income picture changed dramatically
relative to the country’s, shrinking the gap from 38% above
the national average in 1985 to 15% three years later.
In the 1990s Alaska’s relative position fell again as its economy grew a bit slower than the national economy. The state
experienced strong growth in the lower-wage industries
such as retail and other services and weaker growth – and
in some cases actual losses – in its high wage industries
such as oil, timber and fishing. The low point was in 2000
when Alaska’s per capita income fell to a near-identical

Urban/rural differences

In most of the state’s rural areas per
capita income is below both statewide and national averages. When
the cost-of-living is considered
these disparities grow even larger.
High unemployment and a general
lack of economic opportunities in
Alaska’s rural areas help explain
these differences. The fact that families in rural areas tend
to be larger and the population tends to be younger further
depresses rural income.

Other measures of income
All kinds of income measures exist to help assess Alaskans’
economic well-being and they all tell a different story. Alaskans’ per capita income is now 5% higher than the U.S.
average, but that’s a far cry from the 38% above the U.S.
average in 1985. The annual wage story is similar. The median household income estimate tells a very different story:
Alaska now ranks as the fourth highest in the nation – a full
28% above the national average. And when it comes to
income Alaska’s is the most equally distributed in the country. Yet income disparities do exist as proven by local-area
per capita comparisons. Usually, but not always, these income gaps fall along urban/rural lines.

More information
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development: www.almis.labor.state.ak.us
Alaska Economic Trends: www.labor.state.ak.us/trends
US Bureau of Economic Analysis state personal income data: www.bea.gov/regional/spi/default.cfm?satable=SA30
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Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at livable wages.

Measure 2 of 5

11. Poverty
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Many state and federal programs
use poverty guidelines to determine
eligibility for assistance programs.

14%

1991

All members of society pay in the
end, both to support remedial programs to address these problems
and because the unavoidable costs
of poverty include a less educated
workforce, reduced tax revenues,
and costly antisocial behavior.

The poverty rate for Alaskans remains significantly lower than the US:
16%

1990

Adults and children in poverty are
the first and most severely affected
by such consequences as hunger
and poor health.

Source: US Census Bureau

SOURCE: Abridged from “2007 HHS Poverty Guidelines”
by the US Department of Health & Human Services, 2007.

thresholds — the original version of the poverty measure —
have never had separate figures for Alaska and Hawaii.

Measuring poverty

Eligibility guidelines

There are two slightly different versions of the federal poverty measure: poverty thresholds and poverty guidelines.

Programs using the guidelines in determining eligibility include Head Start, the Food Stamp Program, the National
School Lunch Program, the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, and the Children's Health Insurance Program.

The poverty thresholds are the original version of the federal poverty measure. The thresholds are used mainly for
statistical purposes– for instance, preparing estimates of the
number of Americans in poverty each year. All official povIn general cash public assistance programs (Temporary
erty population figures are calculated using the poverty
Assistance for Needy Families and Supplemental Security
thresholds, not the guidelines. For an example of how the
Income) do not use the poverty guidelines in determining
Census Bureau applies the
eligibility. The Earned Income Tax
thresholds to a family’s income to
Credit program also does not use
determine its poverty status see
the poverty guidelines to deterPrograms using the guidelines to
“How the Census Bureau Measmine eligibility.
ures Poverty” on the Census Budetermine eligibility include Head
reau’s web site.
Alaska 20/20 notes
Start, the Food Stamp Program
In 2007 the poverty guidelines for
and the Low Income Home EnThe poverty guidelines are issued
Alaska were $12,770 for a single
each year in the Federal Register
ergy Assistance Program.
person household versus $10,210
by the Department of Health and
for the lower 48, and $25,820 for a
Human Services for administrative
family of four versus $20,650.
purposes — for instance, determining financial eligibility for certain federal programs.
The percentage of Alaskans in severe poverty—earning
less than half the federal poverty threshold—grew 47% from
The poverty guidelines are sometimes loosely referred to as
2000 to 2005, the fourth fastest growth rate in the nation.
the “federal poverty level” or FPL but that phrase is ambiguThis is part of a nationwide trend and reflects the growing
ous and should be avoided.
divide between rich and poor.

Separate guidelines for Alaska
The separate poverty guidelines for Alaska and Hawaii reflect Office of Economic Opportunity administrative practice
beginning in the 1966-1970 period. Note that the poverty

Other measures of poverty include Social Services (#39),
food bank usage, Medicaid, Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families, number of working poor and children living
in poverty.

More information
Center for Budget & Policy Priorities : www.cbpp.org/pubs/povinc.htm
Institute for Research on Poverty: www.ssc.wisc.edu/irp/
US Census Bureau poverty guidelines: www.aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.shtml
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Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at livable wages.

Measure 3 of 5

12. Employment & Wages
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Total average monthly employment
in Alaska is approximately 300,000
people or half the total population,
with most of the remainder being
children dependent on working parents or seniors enjoying the benefits
of retirement from a lifetime of work.

The average wage per job in Alaska has converged with the US average:

1969

Jobs are the primary means of earning a living for most people. The
security of employment at a livable
wage is part of the bedrock of our
society, both for personal needs and
for funding public services.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis

SOURCE: Abridged from “Employment Forecast for 2007
and 2008” by Dan Robinson, Alaska Economic Trends,
January 2007.

Statewide forecast
For the 19th consecutive year Alaska added jobs to its
economy in 2006. Growth should continue, but at a slower
rate than the last few years.

Major sectors

Throughout the 1990s, when many of the state’s resourcebased industries were declining or stagnant, the visitor industry was one of the economic bright spots. Absent a
shock to the national or international economies visitor dollars will continue to be an important contributor to Alaska’s
economic health in 2007 and 2008.

Alaska has had a net job inyear since 1988.

High oil prices, and the growing
crease every
consensus that they’re likely to stay
high, have invigorated exploration
activity and boosted industry employment. The state added about
1,000 oil and gas jobs in 2006 and the total number rose to
levels not seen since the early 1990s. More growth is expected in 2007 and 2008.
If anything could challenge the oil and gas industry it would
be federal spending. Since the mid-1990s federal spending
in Alaska has nearly doubled. The actual number of federal
government employees has declined over the last decade.
Instead, the growth has been spread throughout the economy with construction, social services, health care, and
state and local government all receiving substantial benefits. The forecast for slightly slower growth in 2008 is due in
large part to uncertainty about continued federal largesse.

Overall, the economic health of the fisheries has improved
slightly from a low point in 2002, although the challenge of
competing with farmed salmon still remains. After consistent
declines throughout the 1990s and into the early 2000s, the
state’s fisheries ought to contribute economic stability over
the next two years, if not strong growth.

High prices for precious and base
metals have invigorated Alaska’s
mining industry, and Alaska is one
of the richest depositories of mineral
wealth in the world. Over the next
two years, mining’s contribution to
Alaska’s economy will almost certainly grow.

Other sectors
While Alaska’s major economic drivers are the ones discussed above, there are a number of other industries that
bring money into Alaska’s economy. The air cargo business
is a growing industry in Anchorage, and timber harvesting is
still an important part of the economy in some Southeast
communities.
The construction industry has recorded strong growth for
most of the last decade. As large publicly funded projects
are completed, the job count will naturally taper off
unless new large projects replace them.
As the population has grown an increasing percentage of
needs and wants are being met locally. During the 1990s,
when little growth was being generated by the oil, fishing or
timber industries, employment gains came primarily from
increased ability to capture local demand.

More information
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development: www.almis.labor.state.ak.us
Alaska Economic Trends: www.labor.state.ak.us/trends
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Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at livable wages.

Measure 4 of 5

13. Unemployment
Unemployment in Alaska is naturally
higher than the rest of the nation due
to our seasonal industries and the
location of many jobs away from
population centers (seafood processing and oil and gas extraction).
When individuals lose their livelihood
businesses lose revenue as the unemployed cut back on spending.
Unemployment insurance (UI) cushions these effects on both individuals
and businesses and helps prevent
recessions. Alaska is one of only two
states that taxes employees for UI.

The unemployment rate for Anchorage closely tracks the national
average, but the rate for Alaska as a whole is significantly higher:
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Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Alaska Department of Labor & Workforce Development
SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska Employment Scene” by
Dan Robinson, Alaska Economic Trends, March 2005.

Alaska unemployment
Unemployment rates can be ambiguous measures of economic health. Alaska’s higher rates relative to the rest of the
nation say more about the nature of the state’s economy
than they do about relative economic health.

Alaska tends to have higher frictional and structural unemployment than the nation as a whole. The high degree of
seasonality in many Alaska industries creates frictional unemployment as a large number of workers move in and out
of jobs that last only part of the year.

Higher rates of structural unemployment are mostly due to
geographic mismatches between employment opportunities
and available workers in Alaska’s seasonal economy, for
Some unemployment is considered normal and healthy for
example the seafood processing industry. The technical
free-market economies since people between jobs are unnature of many jobs in Alaska’s oil and gas extraction indusemployed but not in any long-term sense. This short-term
try also tends to generate more than the typical amount of
“frictional unemployment” is a result of the time it takes for
structural unemployment because
workers and employers to find each
of the specialized skills required for
other. In the United States, an unthose jobs and the isolated,
employment rate of 2% is often resparsely populated work locations.
ferred to as the “base rate,” or the
Alaska tends to have higher
It is no coincidence that these are
rate that equates to full employalso the industries with the highest
frictional and structural
ment.
percentage of nonresident workers.
unemployment than the nation.
Very low unemployment rates tend
It is uncertain what Alaska’s optimal
to cause higher prices because
unemployment rate might be, but it
workers are able to demand higher
is at some level higher than the
wages from their employers, who
optimal rate for the nation.
then tend to pass on their increased costs to consumers.
Policy makers generally have been willing to accept less
Alaska 20/20 notes
than full employment in exchange for keeping inflation unFor a detailed breakdown of unemployment insurance isder control.
sues see the February 2007 Alaska Economic Trends.
As opposed to frictional unemployment, “structural unemUnemployment statistics only count people actively looking
ployment” results when there is a mismatch between workfor work and not those who have given up. This population
ers and jobs because the available workforce does not have
is disproportionately in rural areas where jobs are limited.
the skills necessary for the available job openings in the
Also missed are the underemployed, including a significant
area, and/or when the available jobs are in a different geoincrease in self-employment over the past few years.
graphical location than the available workers.

More information
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development: www.almis.labor.state.ak.us
Current unemployment rates mapped by state: data.bls.gov/servlet/map.servlet.MapToolServlet?survey=la
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Objective: Alaskans will have access to quality jobs at livable wages.

Measure 5 of 5

14. Workforce Development
Maximizing the employment of Alaskans ensures that maximum benefit
accrues to the state from economic
development activity, and also reduces demands upon state “safety
net” programs such as unemployment insurance and public assistance.
On average, nonresidents take a
significant portion of their earnings to
their home state, depriving Alaska of
the full economic benefits of the employment created in the Alaska
economy.

Alaskan resident and nonresident workers and % nonresident 1991-2003:
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Source: Alaska Department of Labor & Workforce Development

SOURCE: “Nonresidents Working in Alaska 2005” by Jeff
Hadland, Andy Wink and Amy Soden, Alaska Department of
Labor & Workforce Development, January 2007.

from $226.6 million in 2004 to $242.9 million in 2005. The
nonresident share of earnings in the oil industry rose from
26.7% in 2004 to 27.2% in 2005, a figure higher than the
statewide private sector average of 14.7%.

Alaska’s jobs for Alaska’s people

The number of nonresident workers employed in the conThe number and percentage of nonresidents working in
struction industry increased by 13.1%, or 729 workers; resiAlaska in 2005 increased due to strong growth in the condent hire increased by just 5.0%. As a result, the percentstruction, accommodations and food services, and oil and
age of nonresidents working in construction increased from
gas industries. The nonresident hire rate rose from 18.4% in
19.0% in 2004, to 20.2% in 2005.
2004 to 19.1% in 2005. NonresiAlaska’s construction industry paid
dent hire grew faster in 2005. The
$924.2 million to residents in 2005,
number of nonresident wage and
an increase of $108.8 million from
Nonresidents accounted for
salary workers employed in Alaska
2004. Nonresidents were paid
increased by 5.5% (3,899). The
29.6% of the oil industry’s work$148.0 million, up about $29.9 milresident wage and salary workforce in 2005.
lion from the 2004 nonresident
force increased by just 0.7%
earnings of $118.1 million. Nonresi(2,317) from 2004 to 2005.
dents’ share of the construction
earnings increased from 12.7% in
Total wage and salary earnings in private sector, state and
2004 to 13.8% in 2004. Construction accounted for a third
local government jobs totaled $11.1 billion in 2005. Nonresiof all private sector wage growth in 2005.
dents earned about 12.2% of the total (or $1.4 billion), an
increase from the 11.8% of total wages paid to nonresidents
Alaska’s seafood processing industry employed the highest
in 2004. Resident earnings increased 4.2%, or $388.4 milpercentage of nonresident workers of any industry sector in
lion, from 2004 to 2005. Nonresident earnings increased
2005. More than 73% of workers in that industry were non8.7%, or $108.8 million, from 2004. Despite the higher
residents.
growth, average earnings for residents grew by $1,014 in
2005, while average earnings for nonresidents grew by just
Alaska industries affected by visitor expenditures have rela$535.
tively high nonresident hire rates. The accommodations
industry showed an increase in its percentage of nonresiNonresidents accounted for 29.6% of the oil industry’s workdent workers, climbing to 37.8% in 2005 from 36.9% in
force in 2005. This was more than 1.5% higher than 2004.
2004. This marks the sixth year in a row that the nonresiThe industry added 275 nonresident workers and 60 resident hire rate has increased in this industry. The scenic and
dent workers. Many of the new nonresident workers were
sightseeing transportation sector had a nonresident hire
short-term hires who worked two quarters or less. Earnings
rate of 45.1%, more than twice the private sector average.
paid to nonresidents working in the oil industry increased

More information
Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development study: almis.labor.state.ak.us/?PAGEID=67&SUBID=181
Commonwealth North study: commonwealthnorth.org/workforce/index.html
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Objective: Businesses will be encouraged to innovate and grow.

Measure 1 of 3

15. Small Business
Small businesses form the heart of
the Alaska economy. In 2005 small
businesses (fewer than 500 workers)
employed almost two out of every
three workers.
Most of these workers were employed in health care, the fastest
growing sector in the state. Most
new jobs in Alaska are created by
small businesses.
The number of new small businesses is an indicator of economic
opportunity and the availability of
investment capital.

New small businesses (fewer than 500 employees) in Alaska 1990-2005:
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Source: US Small Business Administration

SOURCE: Abridged from “2005 State Small Business Profile: Alaska,” US Small Business Administration, 2005.

Number of businesses

receipts in 2002.

Business turnover

New employer businesses in 2005 were estimated at 1,982,
The state had an estimated total of 66,600 small businesses
7.3% more than the previous year. Business bankruptcies
based on the most recent data. Firms with employees numincreased by 29.7% to 83 in 2005, while business terminabered 16,921 in 2005, of which an estimated 97% or 16,413
tions decreased by 13.4% to 2,294 during the same period.
were small firms (fewer than 500
employees). Self-employment
Employment
(including incorporated) increased
There were 15,824 employer firms
New employer businesses in
by 3.5% from 42,533 in 2004 to
with fewer than 500 employees in
44,013 in 2005. In 2004, non2005 were estimated at 1,982,
2003; they provided 129,729 jobs in
employer firms increased by 2.6%
the state. These firms represented
7.3% more than in 2004.
and numbered 50,138.
97.0% of the employer businesses
in the state and employed 59.8% of
Women-owned firms
the state’s non-farm private sector
Firms owned by women decreased 2% between 1997 and
workforce. Between 2002 and 2003, total small business
2002, from 16,633 to 16,309; they represented 26.2% of the
net new jobs amounted to 6,245.
state’s total businesses in 2002. These firms (with and without paid employees) generated $2.4 billion in revenues in
Small business income & finance
2002. Of the total number of women-owned firms, 18% or
Non-farm proprietors’ income, which is a partial measure of
2,935 firms were employer firms. In 2005, self-employed
small business income, increased by 9.5% to $2.5 billion in
women totaled 17,009, an increase of 8.6% from 2004, and
2005. Two important sources of small business financing
they represented 38.6% of self-employed persons in the
are commercial banks and savings and loan institutions,
state.
which owners rely on for their financial needs. The total
number of operating bank and savings bank branches in the
Minority-owned firms
state increased in 2005.
In 2002, Asian-owned firms totaled 1,908 and generated
$421 million in receipts; Black-owned firms numbered 926
Alaska 20/20 notes
and generated $80 million in receipts; and Hispanic-owned
Possible improvements include adjusting data to show net
businesses totaled 1,241 and created $171 million in renew businesses (births minus deaths), adjusting the “new
ceipts. American Indian- and Alaska Native-owned firms
small business” indicator to a per capita basis, adding data
numbered 5,151, and they generated $2.9 billion in receipts;
on business bankruptcies and breaking out data by sector.
the number of Native Hawaiian- and other Pacific Islanderowned firms was 152, and they generated $10 million in

More information
National Federation of Independent Business: www.nfib.com/page/home
US Bankruptcy Court: www.uscourts.gov/bnkrpctystats/statistics.htm
US Small Business Administration: www.sba.gov
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Objective: Businesses will be encouraged to innovate and grow.

Measure 2 of 3

16. Costs of Business
High costs of business will deter new
firms from starting up and existing
firms from expanding, as well as
providing incentives for businesses
to stay out or move out of Alaska.
We all pay the costs of business as
they are passed through in the
prices of goods and services that we
consume.
Insurance and taxes are the top two
issues consistently cited by small
business owners nationwide.

Costs of business index 1990-2002 (US average = 100). Labor costs
(weighted at 75% of the total index) have increased steeply since 2000:
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Cost of doing business high in Alaska
Alaska has the 11th highest cost of doing business as
measured on an index produced by Economy.com. In their
November 2003 edition of the North American Business
Cost Review Alaska scored a 105.7 on the index, where the
national average is equal to 100. The highest index score is
Massachusetts at 121.6 and the lowest is Wyoming at 79.7.
The Economy.com index is closely
related to long term economic
growth, explaining about one-fifth
of all U.S. employment gains in the
period 1987 through 2002. It is a
weighted index that includes the
unit cost of labor (75%), energy
costs (15%), and taxes (10%).

weighted at 75%. In 2003 Alaska ranked 27th on labor
costs, scoring 99.2 or slightly below average.
Unit labor costs are defined as the average wages and salaries earned per dollar of gross state product (GSP). Note
that GSP is revised regularly by the federal Bureau of Economic Analysis and these revisions can have a significant
impact on this ratio.

Alaska in 2003 had the 11th
highest cost of doing business
as measured on an index
produced by Economy.com.

Regional comparisons
Looking at other regions in the
context of the index, the Northeast is consistently the highest cost region in the nation with seven of the ten highest
ranking states. The South is the lowest cost region, with few
southern states exceeding the national average.
The Midwest is mixed with higher costs in the manufacturing belt, especially heavily unionized states like Michigan
and Illinois.
The West is likewise mixed with high costs in Hawaii and
California. In the Pacific Northwest Washington ranks high
(17th with a 103.1 index score) and Idaho (38th, 92.8) and
Oregon (43rd, 91.0) rank low.

Labor, energy & taxes
Unit labor costs are the largest component of the index,

The energy cost component of the
index is weighted at 15%. It compares the average commercial and
industrial electricity costs, in cents
per kilowatt-hour, to the national
average. Alaska ranked 7th in the
nation with a score of 142.2.

Tax burden is the total combined
state and local tax burden including
personal, property and corporate taxes and charges as well
as business contributions to unemployment and workers’
compensation programs. The index expresses this total as
a percent of total personal income, indexed to the national
effective tax rate.
Alaska ranks 21st on the state and local tax index with a
score of 100, equal to the national average.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Because of difficulties in obtaining this data there is a need
for an alternate indicator of progress on this measure. One
possibility is the “Single Most Important Problem” survey by
the National Federation of Independent Businesses. This
measure consistently reports insurance costs as the leading
concern for business owners nationwide.

More information
Bureau of Economic Analysis: www.bea.gov
Economy.com: www.economy.com
National Federation of Independent Businesses: www.nfib.com/page/home
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Objective: Businesses will be encouraged to innovate and grow.

Measure 3 of 3

17. Transportation
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Transportation policy deserves attention because of its role in shaping
communities, as the Alaska Railroad
has done with the railbelt.
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Communities rely on sea, air and
surface links for mobility and economic development. Access to remote communities is frequently by a
single mode, driving up costs.

Motor fuel taxes link costs to usage. Alaska’s motor fuel tax rate has not
changed since 1988 while the US average is 2.6 times the Alaska rate:

1991

Businesses rely on transportation
infrastructure to ship and receive
goods and to provide access to natural resources for tourism and development.

Source: Federal Highway Administration “Highway Statistics 2003”
SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska Statewide Transportation
Policy Plan, Section II” by the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, November 2002.

Federal funding

Alaska is unique
Federal funding, by coming to the states only by specific
mode, severely limits the range of solutions to transportation needs in Alaska. This occurs because many of our
transportation needs are intermodal in character, and many
are unique to Alaska. The state’s geography makes it impractical to develop roads and rail over large areas. Without
these forms of transportation Alaska relies more on marine
and aviation systems.

Federal funds provide almost all support for transportation
improvements of highways, transit, ferries, railroad, ports,
harbors and airports. These funds are designated for capital
improvements and preventive maintenance; the funding
cannot be used for routine maintenance and operations. Alaska is
one of only two states that has no
Spending on maintenance and
state-funded capital transportation
improvement program; the state
operations has remained flat
funds routine maintenance and opsince 1983.
erations, referred to as M&O.

Motor fuel taxes
Federal motor fuel taxes are deposited into the Highway
Trust Fund, the source of federal funding for surface transportation capital improvements, including highways, transit,
ferries, and bicycle/ pedestrian facilities. Federal taxes on
airline tickets, cargo, and fuel are deposited into the Federal
Aviation Trust Fund, the source of funding for capital improvements for airports. There is no comparable federal
trust fund for ports and harbors or railroads.

There is a greater need for planning
that gives balanced consideration to
all modes, not just to the mode that
provides the greatest level of federal
funding, which for many years has
been highways. Since Alaska does
not have a state-funded capital
transportation improvement program, it has not been possible to purely evaluate a transportation need and the appropriate modal solution without considering which modal funding we’re likely to actually receive
from the federal government.
The Alaska transportation system requires a more comprehensive approach to infrastructure improvements if it is to
be efficient, safe, and environmentally sound.

Alaska 20/20 notes

TEA-21
The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21)
authorized funding for highways, transit, ferries, and bicycle/
pedestrian facilities for 1998-2003. The new legislation formally tied the level of funding available for distribution to
actual federal gas tax receipts and guaranteed a minimum
level of Federal funds for surface transportation.

The American Society of Civil Engineers notes that “33% of
Alaska’s roads are in poor or mediocre condition” and “30%
of Alaska’s bridges are structurally deficient or functionally
obsolete.” The deferred maintenance backlog for all state
Department of Transportation responsibilities was estimated
at over $360 million in 2006. Spending on M&O has remained flat since 1983.

More information
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities: www.dot.state.ak.us
Bureau of Transportation Statistics: www.bts.gov
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Objective: Economic growth will be sustainable.

Measure 1 of 2

18. Diversification
Alaska’s gross state product (in billions) in 2005 shows our reliance on oil:
$12
$10

As in an investment portfolio, diversification helps manage risk: if one
sector is underperforming the other
sectors should compensate.

$8

Relying too much on one sector, as
Alaska does with oil and gas, exposes the economy to shocks like
low oil prices, declining production
and competition from other oil and
gas producing regions.
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A diversified economy means having
many healthy sectors instead of just
one.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Statistics
SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska Economic Performance
Report 2005” by the Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development, June 2006.

that includes the impressive contributions by Alaska Native
Corporations.
Other services, including such sectors as food service and
hotel accommodations remained unchanged from the previous year, but are expected to increase over the coming year
as data from new tourism related activities becomes available. Alaska’s commercial fishing industry continues on a
path of recovery begun in 1998.

Gross state product

Gross State Product (GSP) is one of the best overall measures of economic performance. GSP is the value added to
all the goods and services produced in Alaska. Value is
added as products move from one
processing stage to the next. For
example, ore is mined; the recovered minerals are converted to
Oil and gas continue to
alloys, which in turn are used in the
dominate the economic scene.
manufacturing of airplane parts,
thus value is added at each stage.
In 2004, the most current data available, Alaska’s Gross
State product was $34 billion, up 7.3% from last year’s level
of $31.7 billion, and up more than 23% from $27.5 billion in
the year 2000. Real GSP, which is the GSP adjusted for
inflation, shows a year to year gain of 3.4% and the gain
from 2000 to 2004 of 5.3%.

Economic diversity
Alaska’s GSP figures not only reflect the overall growth in
the economy, it mirrors economic diversity around the state.
Economic data reflect that oil and gas production, as a single sector, still dominates Alaska’s economic base and presents significant long-term potential.
However, other industries are also growing and becoming
integral components of the economic base. For example,
retail trade and services in the private support sector continues to expand. Finance, insurance, and real estate sectors
combined (FIRE) comprise a steady 13% of Alaska’s GSP

Health care has also shown a modest increase from 2002; State and
federal sectors each comprise
about 10% of Alaska’s GSP. Combined, the output from these industry sectors continues to increase
the GSP and diversify the state’s

economic base.

Alaska Native Corporations
Native firms continue to experience positive growth in revenues, dividends paid to shareholders, and total assets.
While total corporation employment (Native and non-Native)
declined slightly, the percent of Native employees grew.
Each year a growing number of Native corporations can be
found among the top 49 employers in the state.
A 2005 Association of ANCSA Regional Corporations report
lists assets totaling $2.8 billion for the 13 regional and 28
village corporations during 2003 (most recent data).
According to Alaska Business Monthly, the 13 Native Corporations’ combined 2004 revenues of $3.9 billion made up
57% of total revenue for Alaska’s top 49 companies.

More information
Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development: www.dced.state.ak.us
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Objective: Economic growth will be sustainable.

Measure 2 of 2

19. Federal Spending
Anywhere from $400 million to $2
billion of the current $7.6 billion in
spending might be vulnerable to cuts
as the federal government faces its
own budget problems.
National interests and other factors
guarantee that federal spending will
remain a big contributor to Alaska’s
economy.

Federal spending per person, Alaska and the national average, 1981-2004:
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Federal money has become increasingly important to Alaska’s economy
in the past decade. One in three jobs
in Alaska, about 96,000, depend on
current federal spending.

Source: The Tax Foundation

Abridged from “What Does $7.6 Billion in Federal Money
Mean to Alaska?” by Scott Goldsmith and Eric Larson, Institute of Social and Economic Research, November 2003.

Federal spending in Alaska

Vulnerability
Many Alaskans wonder how long this level of federal spending can last with the federal government itself facing a big
deficit and with Senator Stevens having stepped down as
chair of the senate appropriations committee in 2004.

Federal spending in Alaska more than doubled in the past
20 years, even after we take out the effects of inflation. Nationwide real federal spending increased about 50 percent.
Grants grew the fastest, jumping
from $1.3 billion to $3.1 billion from
1996 to 2002. Grants now just
about equal federal spending for
military and civilian operations combined.

Another way of estimating Alaska’s vulnerability is looking at
how much faster federal spending has grown here than it
has nationwide since the early
1980s. If Alaska spending were at
the same level—relative to the national average—as it was in the
In 2004 for every $1 the fedearly 1980s, spending here would
eral government collected in
be about $2 billion lower.

taxes in Alaska it spent $1.87,
the second highest in the U.S.

Medicaid was the largest grant program in 2002—$500 million—
followed by grants for Native health
care ($480 million) and road construction ($400 million).

Social Security and other payments to individuals nearly
tripled since the 1980s, largely because Alaskans are getting older: the population over 65 tripled in the past 20
years.
Companies based in Alaska won about 70 percent of the
largest federal purchase contracts in 2002—30 percent to
Native corporations and 40 percent to other Alaska companies.
All regions benefit about equally from federal spending of
more than $13,000 per person, but urban Alaskans benefit
more from wages and rural Alaskans more from grants.

Conclusion

Even if some spending disappears,
much will remain. It’s in the national
interest to continue military operations and land management in Alaska. Federal obligations
toward Alaska Natives will continue. A growing older population will mean more growth in Social Security, federal pensions, and Medicare. Federal aid programs for everything
from road construction to medical care for the poor are not
going to disappear, although they could become smaller.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Between 2002 and 2004, Alaska’s ranking moved from third
to second in the U.S. in terms of per capita federal spending
versus federal tax collections. In 2004, for every $1 the federal government collected in taxes in Alaska, it spent $1.87,
more than all but one other state.

More information
University of Alaska Institute of Social and Economic Research: www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu
Tax Foundation federal spending study: www.taxfoundation.org/taxingspending.html
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Objective: Biological diversity and wilderness areas will be preserved.

Measure 1 of 2

20. Biodiversity
The preservation of biological diversity is essential for environmental
health, including that of humans.

% of species at risk (endangered and threatened) in Alaska and rank
relative to 50 states and DC, 2002:
25%

Individual species and whole natural
communities support subsistence,
sport and commercial hunting and
fishing, biomedical products, and
disease control. Biological diversity
also sustains forestry, tourism, wilderness values, as well as ecosystem functions.

20%

A deep understanding and protection of Alaska's biodiversity is critical
to a healthy future for Alaska.
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Source: NatureServe 2002

SOURCE: Matthew Carlson, PhD, Alaska Natural Heritage
Program, January 2004.

Biodiversity in Alaska
Although Alaska is rich in species and ecological processes
that are rare or have vanished from the lower 48, biodiversity in Alaska is naturally low relative to most other states
even despite our size. This is due to short growing seasons
and other biogeographical reasons.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
is responsible for implementing the
1973 Endangered Species Act and
produces formal rankings for species of conservation concern to
protect species on public lands.
Private lands are only affected in
the case of listed vertebrates.

#44

5%

While few species are listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and wide-scale human-caused landscape disturbances—such as industrial agriculture—have not occurred,
a large percentage of the state’s mammals, birds, and
plants are in fact rare.

Alaska ranks 2nd, 4th, and 15th in percentage of species at
risk for birds, mammals, and plants, respectively. Many of
these species are naturally very rare
and are not threatened by immediate human factors. Others are at
risk due to global warming, polluAlaska is rich in species and
tion, incidental take or natural reecological processes that are
source-based industries.

rare or have vanished from the
lower 48.

Significant populations of vertebrates (for example genetically distinct salmon runs) as well as subspecies or species
of invertebrates and plants can be listed as Endangered
(threatened with extinction throughout its range), or Threatened (likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future). Species can also be proposed for listing as Candidates. Alaska has the lowest number of listed species (7) in
the United States in large part because human-caused
threats to rare species are minimal.
Other state and federal agencies produce lists of species
which are of conservation concern to each agency and
managed accordingly. The Alaska Natural Heritage Program maintains a database of rare plants and vertebrates in
the state that is used by NatureServe and other organizations.

Current status

In general terrestrial and freshwater
biodiversity in Alaska is secure,
although biodiversity in the marine
environment is poorly understood. Management plans are
being implemented to reduce threats and increase population numbers of listed species.

Alaska 20/20 notes
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game recently completed a Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy to
qualify for federal State Wildlife Grants. The stated purpose
of the strategy is to “conserve the diversity of Alaska’s wildlife resources, focusing on those species with the greatest
conservation need.” This document may become a regular
source of information about biodiversity in Alaska.
Ongoing arguments between environmentalists and resource developers over the conservation status of charismatic megafauna such as polar bears continue.

More information
Alaska Department of Fish and Game: www.sf.adfg.state.ak.us/statewide/ngplan/
Alaska Natural Heritage Program: aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu
Threatened and Endangered Species System: ecos.fws.gov/tess_public/TESSWebpage
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Objective: Biological diversity and wilderness areas will be preserved.

Measure 2 of 2

21. Wilderness
Preservation and management of
wilderness areas is important for
both sound ecological reasons and
to support public uses.
Wilderness provides habitat for
plants and animals, and the unspoiled nature of wild ecosystems
serves as a valuable benchmark for
developed environments.
These areas provide significant economic benefits not only through fishing, hunting, tourism and recreation
but through thousands of jobs in
managing wilderness areas.

Projected change in statewide outdoor recreation participation for
selected activities, 2000-2020. Data is not specific to wilderness areas:
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
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0%
-10%

Source: Outdoor Recreation by Alaskans

The Wilderness Act of 1964
Wilderness is a legal term defined by the Wilderness Act of
1964. It refers to areas designated by Congress in which
permanent structures, roads, logging and mining are prohibited to maintain an area in a natural state.

limited number of new recreation cabins or shelters to protect public health and safety, use of trees for house logs
and firewood, and commercial salvage of beach logs. Temporary facilities, such as tent platforms and shelters, may be
established for hunting and fishing.

Managing wilderness
Alaska has 48 official wilderness
areas that total 57 million acres or
Wilderness needs to be managed to
Alaska has 48 official
15.8% of Alaska’s total land area,
ensure that fire, pollution, pests,
wilderness areas that total
both the highest figures for any
recreation and other activities that
state. This is 54% of all designated
take place both inside and outside
57 million acres, 15.8% of
wilderness in the nation and inwilderness areas do not degrade its
our total land area.
cludes the single largest area, 9.7
natural state.
million acres in Wrangell-St. Elias.
106 million acres nationwide are
Wilderness land is managed by four
designated as wilderness, 4.7% of total US lands.
federal agencies: the Bureau of Land Management, the US
Fish and Wildlife Service, the Forest Service and the NaWilderness in Alaska is part of the 60% of Alaska’s land
tional Park Service.
owned by the federal government. The rest is owned by the
state (28%), Alaska Native Corporations (12%) and other
There are currently no standardized indicators of wilderness
private owners (1%). Alaska also has a state wilderness
used by managing agencies. The Forest Service has taken
program established in 1970 that manages under one milthe lead in developing core indicators of wilderness areas
lion acres.
that can be shared across agencies and over time.
ANILCA
The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of
1980 (ANILCA) doubled the size of the nation’s national
park and refuge system and tripled the amount of land designated as wilderness. It also allowed permitting of many
activities in Alaska that would otherwise not conform to the
Wilderness Act of 1964.
These activities include motorized access for traditional
uses and subsistence purposes, modification of fish habitat,
establishment of fish hatchery programs, construction of a

This initiative is the National Monitoring Protocol that is targeted for implementation in 2006-07. The protocol will
gather data on four qualities of wilderness that measure the
efficacy of stewardship efforts and management strategies.

Alaska 20/20 notes
National Park Service data show a moderate increase the
last few years in the total number of visitors to parks in
Alaska, but a moderate decrease in the total number of visitor days. Possible improvements include data from the National Monitoring Protocol as it becomes available.

More information
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act: npca.org/media_center/factsheets/anilca.asp
US Forest Service Alaska Region: www.fs.fed.us/r10
Wilderness.net: wilderness.net
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Objective: High air, land and water quality will be maintained.

Measure 1 of 3

22. Air Quality
Air pollution affects health, the economy and the environment. It leads to
respiratory problems and heart and
lung disease, which in turn lead to
missed days at work and at school.
Children, the elderly and those with
sensitive conditions such as asthma
are at higher risk. Air pollution can
significantly affect ecosystems and
water bodies.
Poor air quality can compromise
Alaska’s reputation for a pristine
environment that attracts outside
visitors.

Percentage of monitored days rated “good” on the EPA Air Quality Index:
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Measuring air quality in Alaska
Alaska is a huge state with a small population. It is not possible to monitor the air in every community so the Department of Environmental Conservation has taken a threepronged approach: (1) monitoring larger communities to
cover the largest possible population exposure, (2) monitoring designated smaller towns that are representative of multiple communities in a region, and (3) monitoring in response to complaints.

The State of Alaska monitoring
network has sites for CO (carbon
monoxide), two sites for PM10
(particulate matter such as dust
from unpaved roads) and seven
sites for PM2.5 (smaller particulate
matter such as wood smoke).
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Source: US Environmental Protection Agency

Abridged from “Alaska’s SLAMS/NAMS Monitoring Network
Assessment 2001 Annual Report,” Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation.

Air pollutants

1997

Monitoring in rural Alaska
Summer season fugitive dust in rural Alaskan communities
has led to several complaints. Virtually all rural roads are
unpaved. Once break-up occurs, large dust clouds are generated by off-road vehicles and vehicular traffic.
Local governments are concerned about the high cost to
effect compliance with the PM10 standard, and the longterm effect of any control measures.
As the State completes the investigation of fine particulate
impacts in the major cities, the focus will switch to looking at
more rural areas and small communities such as Sitka, Skagway,
Bethel, and Nome.

Summer season fugitive dust in
rural Alaskan communities has
led to several complaints. Virtually all rural roads are unpaved.

CO is monitored in winter months
(October through March) in Anchorage and Fairbanks.
There are only two PM10 sites operating in Alaska: one in
Juneau in the Mendenhall Valley non-attainment area and
one in the Eagle River non-attainment area.
There are numerous PM2.5 sites in Alaska, including three
in Anchorage and one in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough,
that serves to assess the wind-blown dust events that occur
occasionally in the spring and fall.

Alaska 20/20 notes
The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Division of
Air Quality does a poor job of communicating air quality status and
progress to the public.

The six principal air pollutants
tracked nationally are nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3),
sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5),
carbon monoxide (CO) and lead (Pb). 2004 monitoring sites
number seven for CO, six for PM10, four for PM2.5 and one
for O3.
Related indicators include asthma, the leading cause of
chronic illness and school absenteeism for children in the
United States. The number of Americans diagnosed with
asthma continues to increase, as do the related deaths,
illnesses and health care costs.

More information
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Division of Air Quality: www.state.ak.us/dec/air/
Environmental Protection Agency Air Trends: www.epa.gov/airtrends/
Scorecard.org air quality data: www.scorecard.org
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Objective: High air, land and water quality will be maintained.

Measure 2 of 3

23. Land Quality
Alaska’s resource economy and
strategic importance have given us a
legacy of industrial and defense related installations and activity.
Much of this activity occurred before
there was wide knowledge of the
nature and severity of the contaminants that go along with them, resulting in contaminated sites.
It is important to identify and remediate situations that threaten public
health or the environment and result
in economic hardship for people and
communities.

Annual contaminant releases and cleanups from leaking underground
storage tanks in Alaska:
500

Confirmed Releases

Cleanups Initiated

Cleanups Completed
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Source: Environmental Protection Agency

Superfund and RCRA sites

Underground storage tanks

Congress established the Superfund Program in 1980 to
clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites throughout the
US. The most seriously contaminated sites are on the National Priorities List (NPL). As of November 2005 there were
1,239 sites on the NPL. Alaska has 99 active Superfund
sites including eight on the NPL, two of which have been
de-listed due to meeting remediation requirements.

Leaking underground storage tanks have impacted a number of public drinking water systems in Alaska. Benzene, a
petroleum component and known carcinogen, poses a significant threat to human health and the environment. Over
50 percent of all pre-1998 underground storage tanks systems in Alaska leaked over time, impacting soils and
groundwater.

Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
In the period 1990-2004 the state expended over $42 mil1976 the EPA and authorized states have identified 1,714
lion in total program costs for tank tightness testing, site
hazardous waste management
assessment, cleanup, upgrade or
facilities that are the most sericlosure of tanks in Alaska. Of the
ously contaminated and may pose
over 2,000 applications originally
Over 50% of all pre-1998
significant threats to humans or
received, 1,107 have been funded.
the environment. Some RCRA
underground storage tanks in
Corrective Action Sites are also
North Slope
Alaska leaked over time,
identified by the Superfund ProThe Charter for Development of
impacting soils and groundwater.
gram as NPL sites.
Alaska’s North Slope was signed
in 2000 as a prerequisite to state
Brownfields
support of the merger between BP
Brownfield properties are defined by U.S Environmental
and ARCO. It includes significant environmental provisions
Protection Agency (EPA) as "real property, the expansion,
to advance environmental protection, improve environredevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by
mental performance, increase on-site safety, develop imthe presence or potential presence of a hazardous subproved technology, remedy existing environmental chalstance, pollutant, or contamination." Nearly a decade ago,
lenges and address emerging ones.
EPA initiated a program to clean up brownfields properties.
The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation is
developing resources to assist eligible entities in Alaska in
applying for EPA brownfields grants. The program also will
provide technical assistance, perform some site assessments, and develop a site inventory and public database of
brownfields properties in Alaska.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Alaska is not one of the 35 states that have received EPA
approval of the state program for regulating underground
storage tanks.
Possible improvements include data on toxics release inventory, brownfields and charting progress on the 2000
Charter for Development of Alaska’s North Slope.

More information
Alaska DEC Contaminated Sites Program: www.state.ak.us/dec/spar/csp
Charter for Development of Alaska’s North Slope: www.state.ak.us/dec/spar/ipp/nscharter/nshome.htm
Environmental Protection Agency Superfund Program: www.epa.gov/superfund
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Objective: High air, land and water quality will be maintained.

Measure 3 of 3

24. Water Quality
Surface freshwater supplies three
quarter’s of the state’s water needs
for industry, agriculture, mining, fish
processing, and public water use,
and is used for about half of Alaska’s
domestic water supply.
Alaska’s surface waters include over
15,000 salmon streams, an important resource to Alaskans and the
world.
Alaska has the greatest groundwater
resources of any state and the primary use of groundwater is for domestic needs.

Percentage of population served by community water systems that
meet all Safe Drinking Water Act health-based standards:
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SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska’s Final 2006 Integrated
Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report,” Alaska
Dept. of Environmental Conservation, December 2006.

fer facilities in coastal southeast Alaska. Petroleum products, such as oil spills or fuel leaks, are also a source of
impairment within the state.

Background

Designated uses

Alaska is rich in water quantity, water quality and aquatic
resources. Almost half of the total surface waters of the
United States are located in Alaska. Because of Alaska’s
size, sparse population and its remote character the vast majority of
Alaska’s water resources are in
pristine condition.

The Alaska Water Quality Standards designate specific
uses for which water quality must be protected, and specifies the pollutant limits, or criteria, necessary to protect designated uses. There are seven designated uses for fresh waters, and
seven designated uses for marine
waters specified in state standards.

Alaska is sparsely populated by
approximately 635,000 residents.
The 1990-2000 US Census showed
an Alaskan increase of 14% and a
national average increase of 1.2%.
As Alaska’s population grows and
Alaska’s natural resource base economy expands an increasing number of Alaska’s waters, especially in urban
areas, face the threat of degradation.

By default water bodies in Alaska
are protected for all designated
uses. The few water bodies that
have had some uses removed are
listed in the water quality standards.

Almost half of the total surface
waters of the United States are
located in Alaska.

Sources of pollutants
In specific localized parts of Alaska surface water quality
has been impaired. Historically and for this 2006 report in
urban settings waters are predominantly impaired from sediment, turbidity, and fecal coliform bacteria contamination
from urban and stormwater runoff.
Other sources of impairment are sediment and turbidity
from mining activities in Interior Alaska, residues from seafood processing facilities in the coastal zone, contaminated
military sites in southcentral and southwestern Alaska, and
bark and wood residues from timber processing and trans-

The seven freshwater uses are: drinking water; agriculture;
aquaculture; industrial; contact recreation; non-contact recreation; and growth and propagation of fish, shellfish, other
aquatic life, and wildlife. The seven marine water uses are:
aquaculture; seafood processing; industrial; contact recreation; non-contact recreation; growth and propagation of fish,
shellfish, other aquatic life, and wildlife; and harvesting for
consumption of raw mollusks or other raw aquatic life.
For each of the 14 uses the state standards specify criteria
for a variety of parameters or pollutants.

Alaska 20/20 notes
In 2006 Alaska had 34 water bodies identified as impaired
under the Clean Water Act section 303(d) list. Four water
bodies were removed from the list.

More information
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Division of Water: www.dec.state.ak.us/water
Anchorage Waterways Council: www.anchwaterwayscouncil.org
Environmental Protection Agency: www.epa.gov/water
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Objective: Energy and natural resource conservation will be encouraged.

Measure 1 of 3

25. Fisheries
The health of Alaskan fisheries reflects the underlying health of marine
ecosystems and the soundness of
fisheries management practices.
The Alaska fishing industry leads the
state in providing 47% of the private
sector jobs, and is second only to
the oil industry in providing revenue
to the state.
Alaska fisheries also are an important source of food for the U.S. and
the rest of the world: half of the total
yearly U.S. fish catch comes from
Alaska.

Alaska groundfish discard rates:
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Source: North Pacific Fishery Management Council

SOURCE: Abridged from “Responsible Fisheries Management into the 21st Century,” North Pacific Fishery Management Council, August 2002.

organisms attached to the ocean bottom) on an otherwise
featureless bottom can be particularly important to fish for
food, reproduction, and shelter from predators.

North Pacific Fishery Management Council

Bycatch & discards

The North Pacific Fishery Management Council is one of
eight regional councils established by the 1976 MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.

Bycatch are fish that are caught incidentally while fishing for
other species. Discards are fish that are caught but thrown
back either due to regulations (prohibited species) or because they are not economically profitable to be retained
(not a preferred species or size for the markets).

The Council primarily manages groundfish in the Gulf of
Alaska, Bering Sea, and Aleutian Islands, including cod,
pollock, flatfish, mackerel, sablefish, and rockfish species
When bycatch limits are reached for prohibited species
harvested by trawl, longline, jig, and
(crab, herring, halibut, and salmon)
pot gear. The Council makes allofisheries responsible for the bycatch
cation decisions for halibut in conare closed for the rest of the season
In a 2005 study Alaska’s
cert with the International Pacific
or are prohibited from fishing in arHalibut Commission. Other large
eas with high bycatch rates.
bycatch rate of 12% was the
Alaska fisheries such as salmon,
lowest in the nation.
crab, and herring are managed
In 1993 over 17% of the groundfish
jointly with the State of Alaska.
caught off Alaska were discarded.
By 2001, less than 7% of the catch
was discarded. This reduction was due in part to implemenCatch limits & overfishing
tation of full retention requirements – you catch it, you keep
Annual catch limits for every target fishery ensure that anit – for pollock and cod. The fishing industry has also
nual quotas are set at conservative, sustainable levels. No
worked to reduce bycatch by sharing catch information and
groundfish stocks are considered overfished. Two crab
modifying gear to allow unwanted fish to escape.
stocks are considered overfished (though climatic factors
are the likely reason, rather than fishing) and are currently
Alaska 20/20 notes
subject to aggressive rebuilding plans including zero fishing
allowance.
In a 2005 study Alaska’s bycatch rate of 12% was the lowest in the nation, well below the average of 28%. Specific
species raise concerns: rockfish, coral and sponges are
Habitat protection
particularly vulnerable to bottom trawling due to their slow
Ocean habitat is essential for maintaining productivity of
reproductive cycle and sensitivity to habitat conditions. For
fishery resources and is a key component of an ecosysteman alternative view visit the Alaska Marine Conservation
oriented management approach. Structural habitat
Council web site listed below.
(including boulders, corals, anemones, kelp, and other living

More information
Alaska Marine Conservation Council: akmarine.org/publications/bycatchreports.shtml
Center for SeaChange: seachange.org
North Pacific Fishery Management Council: www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc
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26. Energy
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Alaska’s raw energy consumption
rate is relatively low, however on a
per capita basis Alaskans use almost 1.2 million Btus per year. That
ranks Alaska number one in the nation in per capita energy consumption, at more than three times the
national average.

1200

1963

Energy efficiency makes our products less expensive and reduces the
total cost of service delivery.

Per capita consumption of energy in Alaska (millions of BTUs):

1961

The quantity and quality of the energy we use has important consequences.

Source: US Energy Information Administration
SOURCE: Abridged from “Statewide Energy Issues, an
Overview,” Alaska Energy Authority, 2003.

Railbelt
Anchorage, Fairbanks, Matanuska-Susitna, and the Kenai
Peninsula cover 75% of Alaska’s population and account for
over 85% of the state’s electricity.
The 7 Railbelt utilities are fueled by
natural gas (67%), coal (5%), hydro
(15%), and fuel oil (13%). Concerns
include heavy reliance on Cook
Inlet natural gas which supplies
power and heat to 80% of Anchorage households. The supply is declining and subject to fluctuating
prices. Opportunities include using
state royalty oil and development of
alternative energies.

Rural Alaska
90 utilities service 187 rural communities ranging in size
from Stony Creek with 35 people to Bethel with 5,471 people. Generation and transmission systems have been proposed for two rural regions to support mining developments.

Access is mostly by air or water making energy costs extremely high, 5 times the national average. Over 50% of
powerhouse structures need replacing. Over 65% of electrical distribution requires major repairs or replacement. 50% of fuel storage faThe average electric rate in
cilities are in poor condition. The
Power Cost Equalization program is
rural Alaska is about 5 times
not being fully funded. Over 66% of
the national average.
Rural Alaska households use fuel oil
as their heating source, priced at 24 times the national average.

Renewable energy resources

Four dam pool
Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka, Kodiak, Valdez, Glennallen and
others are primarily served by hydroelectric power, are not
connected by a grid system and are larger and more developed than the typical rural community.
90% of the total annual electricity generated in this region is
hydroelectric with diesel and oil-fired turbine as a costly
backup generation source. Concerns include the lack and
expense of transmission interties to export surplus hydroelectric to communities that need it, high electric rates (20%
higher than the Railbelt) and using costly fuel oil to provide
70% of heating requirements and 20% of electric heat. Opportunities include Congressional authorization of a $435
million Southeast Alaska interties project.

Wind power is being studied as a potential renewable generation resource for the Railbelt. The technology is the
beneficiary of more than 20 years of intense research and
development. Large-scale wind projects are being installed
across the country and around the world. These projects
use large turbines and are installed on a scale that allows
for the power to be priced competitively. Smaller turbines
have been used for rural generation applications in the state
and have been shown to be rugged and reliable.
For Railbelt applications larger turbines and projects would
be required to achieve economies of scale and subsequently competitive pricing. Chugach Electric Association
and Anchorage Municipal Light and Power are studying a
large wind project on Fire Island.

More information
Alaska Energy Authority: www.aidea.org/aea.htm
Energy Information Administration: eia.doe.gov
Institute of Social and Economic Research rural utilities: iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Home/ResearchAreas/RuralUtilities.htm
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27. Waste
Waste management is critical to
avoid serious health and environmental problems.
Alaska faces many unique challenges in this area, starting with the
fact that so many rural communities
have no road or rail access making it
necessary for them to maintain a
costly local landfill.
Alaskans generate 50% more waste
per person than the national average. Reduction, reuse and recycling
will all be necessary to meet our
future waste management needs.

Municipal solid waste in the U.S., pounds per person per day, 1960-2005:
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Source: EPA

SOURCE: Roland Shanks, Rural Community Assistance
Program, 2004.

The need for management
Solid waste sites serve as sources of disease, an attractant
for disease carrying animals and a source of water pollution
in rivers and lakes. Methane production from solid waste
adversely effects air quality.
Alaska has 282 known active landfills, far more than other states due
to the fact that so many Alaskan
communities are located off the
road and rail network.

1980

There
ted

Reduction, reuse & recycling
Alaska lags far behind the rest of the nation in recycling.
Nationally about 28% of the waste stream is recycled, while
in Alaska the two most populous areas (Anchorage and the
Mat-Su) recycle 14% and 8% respectively.

Recycling in rural Alaska is difficult because of distances,
lack of transportation and the small quantity of materials,
but many villages are initiating recycling programs as a way of decreasing the material going into the landfill and to reuse items. Composting
are over 150 unpermitcan also reduce the amount of material going into the landfills.
landfills in the state.

There are over 150 unpermitted
landfills in the state, and over 186
landfills permitted as class 3 land fills by the federal Environmental Protection Agency. A class 3 landfill permit is
unique to Alaska, and requires only minimal sighting and
operation standards.
Landfills in rural Alaska contain many materials not found in
class 1 and 2 sites, like hazardous waste, human waste
from honey buckets, animal carcasses, dog carcasses,
snow machines and 4 wheelers, and petroleum products.
Approximately 2% of registered cars are junked each year.
This tonnage is not included in the 695,325 tons of Municipal Solid Waste generated annually.
The use of burn barrels due to lack of convenient waste
programs is an additional ongoing health hazard.

In rural Alaska permafrost and
weather issues also make sighting
and operating a landfill prohibitively expensive and difficult.
The cost benefits of recycling therefore have increased.
Southcentral and Southeast Alaska have seen renewed
interest in waste diversion through recycling. In Southeast
land suitable for waste disposal is at a premium and the
permit requirements for the available landfill properties are
expensive. Many southeast communities have chosen to
barge their waste to other states for disposal.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Related measures include number of landfills and landfill
inspection scores. In 2000 only 91 of 271 (33%) active landfills had a current permit or equivalent.
Possible improvements include data on per capita and total
solid waste generation for Alaska over time.

More information
EPA Municipal Solid Waste: www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/muncpl/facts.htm
Solid Waste Alaska Network: www.ccthita-swan.org/main/index.cfm
State of Alaska Solid Waste Program: www.state.ak.us/dec/eh/sw/index.htm
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28. Crime
Violent crimes include murder and
non-negligent manslaughter, forcible
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Property crimes include burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle
theft and arson.
In 2004 the FBI discontinued the
Crime Index because the volume of
larceny-theft, at 60% of reported
crimes, overshadowed more serious
but less frequent crimes. A new
measure is under development.

Crimes reported per 100,000 population 1960-2005 (violent crime charted
on left-hand scale, property crime charted on right-hand scale):
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SOURCE: Abridged from “Crime Reported in Alaska 2004,”
Alaska Department of Public Safety.

Uniform Crime Reporting
The Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program is a nationwide cooperative effort by city, state, and county law enforcement agencies to report data on crimes brought to their
attention.
The crime index (CI) contains both
violent crimes (crimes against people) and property crimes.

Violent crime US
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The volume and rate of crime are
primary indicators of public safety.

force or threat of force against the victim. The FBI began
collecting arson data in 1979. Because national population
coverage for arson data is lower than for other offenses the
FBI tabulates arson data separately. To retain uniformity
with federal reporting Alaska excludes arson from the state
crime rate calculations.

Summary

2004 data show crime rates
decreased across the board
except for aggravated assaults.

The Alaska Department of Public
Safety is responsible for collecting
and publishing the UCR data provided by local law enforcement
agencies participating in the program; however, the submitting agencies retain responsibility for the accuracy of their
data.
UCR is a voluntary program and the number of agencies
reporting data varies from year to year. In 2004 thirty-one
agencies representing 97.5% of the population provided
crime information to the department.

The volume of crimes, with the exception of robbery, decreased in
2004. The crime rate, which relates
the incidence of crime to population, likewise experienced a decrease in all but one index offense.
Caution should be exercised when
comparing data from year to year
and making conclusions.

In 2003 the percentage of population represented by reporting agencies remained at 97.5%. The population represented by those 2003 agencies that continued to report in
2004 experienced an estimated 1.1% increase. All facts are
important to consider when reviewing the fluctuations in the
crime index.

Alaska 20/20 notes

Crimes reported
Selected offenses are used to gauge fluctuations in the
overall volume and rate of crime reported to law enforcement. The offenses included are the violent crimes of murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery,
and aggravated assault and the property crimes of burglary,
larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson. All violent
crime involves force or threat of force whereas the object of
property crime is the taking of money or property without

Anchorage and the Mat-Su are reported in the UCR as one
area and therefore greatly influence state-wide rates. 2004
data show crime rates decreased across the board except
for aggravated assault, due mostly to gang-related activity
in Anchorage.
A complementary measure of crime is the National Crime
Victimization Survey that surveys individuals.

More information
Alaska Department of Public Safety: www.dps.state.ak.us
Bureau of Justice Statistics: bjsdata.ojp.usdoj.gov/dataonline/Search/Crime/State/StatebyState.cfm
Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reporting: www.fbi.gov/ucr/ucr.htm
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29. Courts
The Alaska Court System impartially
resolves civil and criminal cases to
ensure justice in society.
As the saying goes, justice delayed
is justice denied. The timeliness of
the decisions made in our courts of
law is reflected in time to disposition,
or how long it takes from the time a
case is submitted to the time a decision is handed down.
In addition, Alaska surveys annually
peace officers, lawyers and jurors to
track the quality of judges.

Alaska Supreme Court, average time from case submission to disposition
in months (reporting was changed in 2001 to show percentage of cases):
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Alaska Court System
The Alaska Supreme Court is the highest of four state
courts, deciding civil appeals and criminal petitions from the
Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals decides criminal
appeals and petitions. The Superior and District courts are
trial courts that decide on civil and criminal matters.

allow voters to decide whether they should be retained in
office. The AJC evaluates the performance of judges due to
appear on the ballot.

Since the first judicial retention election in 1976 through
2002 the voters chose not to retain only two judges, both in
1982. The rejected judges had been found not to be qualified by the AJC. The low percentAllocation of judicial resources
age of judges against whom the
statewide is not uniform. The distriAJC recommends and the even
bution of case filings matches
Allocation of judicial resources
lower percentage of judges repopulation in all four districts. Howjected by the voters demonstrates
ever the 3rd Judicial District
statewide is not uniform.
the quality both of Alaska’s apoliti(Anchorage, Mat-Su, Kodiak and
cal merit-based judicial selection
Kenai Peninsula) has significantly
system and of Alaska’s judiciary.
lower operating costs and fewer
judges relative to case filings than do other districts.

Caseload

Timeliness
In the Alaska Supreme Court the time to disposition averages between 8 and 10.5 months. Reliable data for trial
courts does not currently exist. Having this data is a crucial
first step in evaluating their efficiency.
In 2000 the Alaska Supreme Court established time standards as a goal for the delivery of court services to litigants.
In 2003 the Alaska Court System implemented a new case
management system that will vastly improve the availability
and accuracy of time to disposition data. Called CourtView,
it was implemented in trial courts statewide in 2005.

Quality of judges
In Alaska judges are evaluated and recommended by the
Alaska Judicial Council (AJC) and appointed by the governor for terms that vary from 4-10 years depending on the
court. When their term is up judges appear on the ballot to

The caseload composition of the Superior Court, in particular, would seem to put a premium on judicial candidates
with good interpersonal skills and a facility for dealing with
emotion-laden issues.
In 2002, for example, over one fourth of the filings in the
Superior Court were domestic relations, 21% were probate,
almost 20% were felony, 15% were children’s matters
(including delinquency, Child-In-Need-Of-Aid and termination of parental rights) and about 19% were other civil matters.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Other measures include filings per capita, judges per capita
and the number of decisions overturned on appeal. The
Alaska Court System has a wealth of data in its annual reports, but does not make this data available online, and
charges fees for providing paper copies.

More information
Alaska Court System: www.state.ak.us/courts
National Center for State Courts: www.ncsconline.org
University of Alaska Justice Center: justice.uaa.alaska.edu
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30. Corrections
Rehabilitation efforts are critical to
reduce high recidivism rates (the
rate at which those released from
prison commit additional crimes).
A lower recidivism rate is perhaps
the most important outcome of a
successful corrections system, however Alaska does not do a good job
of collecting the data necessary to
measure progress in this area.

The incarceration rate in Alaska is less than the national average. Number
of incarcerated persons per 100,000 population 1977-2005:
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Incarceration increases public safety
by removing convicted criminals
from our neighborhoods.

Source: US Bureau of Justice Statistics

Incarceration
In 2004 the Alaska incarceration rate was 398 sentenced
inmates per 100,000 population, lower than the national rate
of 486. From 2003 to 2004 Alaska’s prison population
growth rate was 0.6%, significantly less than the national
growth of 1.9%. Despite the growth in Alaska’s prison population it has nevertheless remained at a steady 6.1% of
Alaska’s population over the last
three years.
Alaska is unusual in that it has an
integrated prison and jail system.
The National Prisoner Statistics
program adjusts for this by only
counting Alaska prisoners serving a
sentence of one year or longer.

Recidivism is useful but problematic because (1) researchers have no single definition of what constitutes recidivism;
(2) there is a lack of consistently recorded data, particularly
for misdemeanor offenses; (3) researchers do not agree on
a minimum or maximum period of time that must have
elapsed before an offender’s likelihood of committing another crime can truly be estimated; and (4) researchers often do not have adequate time or
resources to consider the impact of
the many variables which may affect
the rate of recidivism.

Measuring recidivism would
help Alaskans evaluate the
performance of state prisons.

The Department of Corrections (DOC) budget increased
87% 1990-2003. This was one of the largest budget increases among state justice agencies during that period.
The budget increase parallels the doubling of the adult correctional population from 2,362 in 1990 to 4,724 in 2004. In
2004 there were 247 juveniles incarcerated in Alaska.
For a few years now the number of institutionalized offenders has exceeded the maximum institutional capacity of
Alaska’s facilities, although it has been less than the maximum emergency capacity. In 2005 Alaska ranked fourth
nationwide for the percent of prisoners held in private facilities at 28.4%. If this were a separate prison it would be the
largest in the state. Holding prisoners out of state can impede rehabilitation efforts by cutting their social ties.

Recidivism
Alaska has no comprehensive data on recidivism statewide.

In 2002 the Bureau of Justice Statistics studied the recidivism of prisoners from 15 states, following the
prisoners for a period of three years
after their release from prison in
1994. The study found that within three years after their
release 67.5% of the prisoners were rearrested for a new
offense, of which 46.9% were reconvicted for a new crime
and 25.4% were sentenced to prison for a new crime. Property offenders had the highest rearrest rate at 73.8%, followed by drug offenders at 66.7%.
No evidence was found that spending more time in prison
raises the recidivism rate. The evidence was mixed regarding whether serving more time reduces recidivism. Twothirds of all recidivism occurs in the first year.

Conclusion
Measuring recidivism would help Alaskans evaluate the
overall performance of state prisons. Reducing recidivism
will reduce the numbers of crime victims, property losses,
and all of the other social and economic costs associated
with crime, making it a worthwhile measure of benefit.

More information
Alaska Department of Corrections: www.correct.state.ak.us
Alaska Justice Forum: justice.uaa.alaska.edu/forum/f204wi04/b_prisoners.html
Bureau of Justice Statistics corrections data: www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/correct.htm
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31. Access to Health Care
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Clinical services for both prevention
and treatment impact many of the
leading causes of disease and
death.

Even with our large population of federal beneficiaries the percentage of
all Alaskans without health insurance remains above the national rate:
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Access to quality health care reduces health disparities and increases the years of healthy life for
all Alaskans.

Source: US Census Bureau

SOURCE: Abridged from “Healthy Alaskans 2010 Volume
I,” Alaska Dept. of Health and Social Services, April 2002.

Challenges
Alaska experiences many health and health care delivery
challenges that are different from those of the rest of the
United States. With 226 federally recognized tribes, 162
local governments, numerous federal and state supported
health associations, community
health centers and many privately
run clinics, Alaska is unique.

and villages that are reachable only by boat or aircraft. Approximately 75% of Alaska communities are not connected
by road to another community with a hospital. The geography and climate of the state limits access to care as well
as increasing the costs of health care.

Health professionals

In 2004, Alaska ranked 34th among the states in physicians
per capita. Access to care is also
limited by shortages of other
health care providers. Alaska
In 2004, Alaska ranked 34th in
wages are no longer high enough
physicians per capita, and in 2000
to attract qualified workers from
Health insurance
other states, and educational proAdequate health insurance is
41st in hospital beds per capita.
grams within the state are not
crucial in determining access to
adequate to meet Alaska’s needs.
primary care. In 1999, 17% of
The aging of health professionals
Alaska adults reported that they
in Alaska, where 25% of registered nurses and 43% of phydid not have health care coverage. Non-Natives, lower insicians responding to a survey were over 50, is another
come adults and those who were out of work or selfconcern. Many census areas and boroughs in Alaska are
employed were more likely to lack health insurance coverfederally designated as health professional shortage areas.
age.
Almost a quarter of Alaskans are eligible for health care
services through the Departments of Defense and Veteran’s
Affairs. Alaska’s 200,000 federal beneficiaries (Indian
Health Service, military and dependents, and veterans) face
confusing options for services in some areas and absent or
limited services in others.

Alaska relies on community health aides, public health
nurses, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants to deliver health care outside communities with hospitals. Alaska
has the highest ratios of nurse practitioners and physician
assistants per capita in the nation.

Health facilities

In 2000 the Denali Commission identified rural primary care
facility needs in 288 rural communities. In 2000 Alaska
ranked 41st in hospital beds per capita, although Alaska
had one of the highest ratios of nurse practitioners in the
nation. Access to dental care in rural areas remains a major
concern.

Alaska has over 300 communities. Approximately 25% of all
Alaskans and 46% of Native Alaskans live in communities
of less than 1,000 people. Despite its large land mass,
Alaska ranks 47th among the 50 states in road miles.
Nearly one-quarter of the state’s population lives in towns

Alaska 20/20 notes

More information
Alaska Department of Health and Social Services: www.health.state.ak.us
Denali Commission: www.denali.gov
US Census Bureau health insurance data: www.census.gov/hhes/www/hlthins.html
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32. Mothers & Infants
The health of mothers, infants, and
children is of critical importance in
assuring a productive future for the
next generation of Alaskans.
Assessment of maternal, infant and
child mortality is an important way to
identify underlying health issues, to
compare health status among specific populations and to evaluate
trends.
Infant mortality, in particular, is used
universally to reflect the public health
of nations and is one of the most
critical of public health indices.

Infant mortality rate (deaths within the first year per 1,000 live births):
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SOURCE: Abridged from “Healthy Alaskans 2010 Volume
I,” Alaska Dept. of Health and Social Services, April 2002.

Maternal behavior
Modifying maternal behaviors and promoting healthy behaviors can prevent many infant, child and adolescent deaths.
Risk factors such as tobacco use, alcohol and drug use and
late or inadequate prenatal care are associated with poor
infant and maternal outcomes. Behaviors that are protective
against infant death include adequate intake of folic acid before
conception and in early pregnancy,
breastfeeding, and placing infants
34 percent of
on their backs to sleep.

Infant mortality by type & cause
The infant mortality rate is made up of two components:
neonatal mortality (death in the first 28 days of life) and
post-neonatal mortality (death after the first month but within
the first year). The leading causes of neonatal death include
birth defects, disorders related to short gestation and low
birth weight and pregnancy complications. Alaska’s neonatal death rate, at 3.5 per 1,000 in 2004, is lower than the
United States average of 4.5.

Post-neonatal deaths are typically
caused by events experienced in
infant deaths in
infancy, including SIDS, injuries and
Alaska are preventable.
homicide. In 2004 Alaska’s postneonatal death rate (3.2) was higher
Infant mortality
than the United States rate of 2.3.
Improvements in medical care and
Nationally, SIDS is the leading
environmental conditions over the
cause of post-neonatal death among all racial and ethnic
last two decades have resulted in significant reductions in
groups, representing nearly one-third of all cases of postinfant mortality in Alaska. In recent years, the rate has
neonatal death in the United States.
tracked fairly closely with national trends. However, the
trend fluctuated significantly between 2000 and 2003, with a
In Alaska, the proportion of infant deaths attributed to SIDS
spike of 8.1 infant deaths per 1,000 live births in 2001 and a
is similar, about 28 percent, but the cause specific death
low rate of 5.5 the following year. In 2004, Alaska’s rate of
rate from SIDS and other asphyxial death (1.7 per 1,000) is
6.7 was better than the Healthy People 2000 goal of 7.1 per
over twice the United States’ SIDS rate. Alaska Natives
thousand for the third year in a row.
have over twice the risk of infant death due to SIDS as
whites. A reduction in SIDS deaths, particularly among
The Alaska Maternal and Infant Mortality Review Committee
Alaska Natives, would make a large contribution toward
estimates that about 34% of infant deaths in Alaska are
reducing the post-neonatal mortality rate for Alaska.
preventable, including 47% of Alaska Native infant deaths
and 24% of non-Native infant deaths. Pre-term birth, conAlaska 20/20 notes
genital anomalies and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome were
Alaska tied with Washington in 2003 as having the lowest
leading causes of infant death (allowing for multiple causes)
percentage of low birth-weight babies in the nation at 6%,
1992-97. Alaska Natives had higher cause-specific death
versus a national average of 7.9%.
rates for all causes of death examined.

More information
Alaska Bureau of Vital Statistics: www.hss.state.ak.us/dph/bvs
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
Kids Count Data Book Online: www.aecf.org/kidscount/databook
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33. Children & Teens
Alaskan children and teens die at
one and a half times the national
rate, mostly from preventable
causes.
The health of children and teens
depends both on their behavior and
on factors beyond their control. Both
types of influence are reflected in the
death rates and causes of death.
Leading causes of death in 2002 for
Alaskan teens age 13-19 were accidents (41.8%), suicides (23.6%) and
homicides (10.9%). US rates were
50%, 10.7% and 12.7% respectively.

Teen death rates (per 100,000 teens) from all causes:
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SOURCE: Abridged from “Healthy Alaskans 2010 Volume I”
Alaska Dept. of Health and Social Services, April 2002.

Child deaths
Reducing the child death rate is a major public health concern and a significant challenge in Alaska. Alaska’s children
aged 1 to 4 have 1.5 times the risk of death as other American children. Alaska Native children are at approximately
three times the risk as whites and
Alaska Native children aged 5-9
have about two times the death
rate of Alaska’s white children.

Adolescent and young adult deaths
The high mortality rates experienced by Alaska’s children
extend into adolescence and early adulthood. The manner
of death for 15-24 year olds (130.7 per 100,000) was distributed as follows: 40% unintentional injury (accidents), 29%
suicides, 10% homicide, and 21% other causes.

Leading causes of death for this age group include firearms,
motor vehicles, drowning, strangulation, burns, cancer and nervous
system disorders. Almost 80% of
the deaths in this age group can be
most recent year of
attributed to preventable causes.

In 2003, the
data, Alaska had the highest
teen death rate in the nation.

Most deaths occurring during childhood are preventable. In Alaska
and nationally injury is the leading
cause of death for children of all
ages. Four of the top five causes of
childhood death in Alaska result
from fatal injuries: motor vehicle accidents, drowning, burns
and firearms. Unintentional injuries cause about 42% of
childhood deaths, and deaths due to all natural causes account for a similar proportion of total child mortality in
Alaska. Intentional injury (homicide) accounts for 11% of
childhood fatalities.

Deaths from unintentional injury are a particular concern for
Alaska’s youngest children. Nationally, injury accounts for
10 deaths per 100,000 preschool children aged 1 to 4. In
Alaska, injury accounts for 26.5 deaths per 100,000 children
age 1-4. Preschool children in Alaska are also twice as
likely to die from an unintentional injury as children age 5-9
(13.5 per 100,000 in 2002-04). Alaska’s young children are
at an alarmingly high risk of death from injury.

Suicide is the fifth leading cause of
death in Alaska and the second
leading cause for youths age 15–
24. The average suicide rates for
Alaska’s children 10-14 and 15-24
years of age during 2002-04 were 4.6 and 37.6 per 100,000
per year, respectively. In comparison, the suicide rate in the
United States for 15-24 year olds during 2004 was 10.1 per
100,000 per year -- more than three times lower than the
Alaska rate.

Alaska 20/20 notes
In 2003 Alaska had the highest teen death rate in the nation. Related measures include child reports of harm and
teen birth rates. In 2003 the teen birth rate for Alaska was
39 births per 1,000 females age 15-19, slightly lower than
the national average of 42 births in that age group.

More information
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
Kids Count Data Book Online: www.aecf.org/kidscount/databook
National Center for Injury Prevention & Control: webapp.cdc.gov/sasweb/ncipc/leadcaus10.html
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34. Physical Health
Like other Americans, Alaskans
have replaced physical labor, sports,
and community activities with sedentary pursuits like watching television
and working at computers.
Alaska is experiencing a dramatic
increase in obesity. Combined obesity and overweight percentages
increased from 48% in 1991 to 64%
in 2006.
Preliminary data for 2004 from the
Centers for Disease Control show
Alaska ranked 19th in the nation for
the percentage of obese adults.
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walkways and non-motorized recreational trails must be a
priority during the next decade.

Physical activity & fitness

Nutrition & overweight

People who maintain a normal body weight and are physically active will live longer and enjoy a better quality of life.
In Alaska over 50% of the population exercises on an irregular basis, or not at all.
In general persons with lower levels
of education and income are less
active in their leisure time. Alaska
Natives and Asian/Pacific Islanders
are most likely to report inadequate
leisure physical activity.

Overweight and obesity affect a large proportion of the
Alaska population. Over the last decade the percent of overweight adults (body mass index greater than 25 and less
than 30) age 18 and older has increased from 35% in 1991
to 38% in 2006. Obesity (body mass
index greater than 30) increased
from 13% to 26% during the same
The obesity rate for Alaskans
interval. This trend is consistent with
national data that shows increases
increased from 13.4% in 1991
in the prevalence of both overweight
to 26.2% in 2006.
and obesity.

Physical activity should be encouraged as part of a daily routine. Because the highest risk of
death and disability is found among those who do no regular physical activity, engaging in any amount of physical
activity is preferable to none.
Physical activity among children and adolescents is important because of the related health benefits and because a
physically active lifestyle adopted early in life may continue
into adulthood. In high school one credit or one year of
physical education is a high school graduation requirement.
There are currently no state statutes covering physical education or outdoor recess time for elementary, middle school,
or home school.
Although the State of Alaska has spent more funds per capita on bicycle and pedestrian facilities than any other state,
and volunteer groups contribute many hours to trail clearing
and planning, many places still lack safe trails. Bikeways,

Alaska Natives were more likely
than other Alaskans to be obese, but less likely to be overweight. In 1999, 65% of Alaska Natives reported they were
overweight or obese compared to 60% of all Alaskans. A
similar increase in overweight also has been observed in
low-income boys and girls under the age of five. The Pediatric Nutrition Surveillance System data showed 12% of Alaskan children with weights greater than the 95th percentile
(1994) compared to 9% of children nationally (1997).

Alaska 20/20 notes
Alaska does very well in having low rates of adult diabetes
(4.1% in 2004) and hypertension (20.8% in 2003). However,
The Trust for America’s Health reports that in 2005 Alaska
was the 15th heaviest state with an adult obesity rate of
24.9%

More information
Centers for Disease Control Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System: www.cdc.gov/brfss
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
Trust for America’s Health: healthyamericans.org/reports/obesity
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35. Mental Health
Mental health results in productive
activities, fulfilling relationships with
other people, and the ability to adapt
to change and to cope with adversity.

Suicide death rates per 100,000 population, age-adjusted for 2000:
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Mental disorders

Risk factors
At least 90% of all people who kill themselves have a mental and/or substance abuse disorder. However most people
with a mental or substance abuse disorder do not kill themselves; thus, other factors contribute to suicide risk.

Mental and emotional disorders are most prevalent in children and youth. Alaskans ages 6-17 comprise less than one
quarter of the state’s population but about one-third of 1996
Risk factors include prior suicide attempts, stressful life
admissions to community mental health centers. Males are
events, and access to lethal suicide methods. Risk is
over-represented in admissions for
heightened when the person is unages 6-17 and Alaska Natives repder the influence of alcohol or other
resent almost 30% of public mental
abused substances. Gunshot is the
health service clients even though
most common method of committing
In 1998 accidents and suicides
they make up about 16.5% of
suicide. In the United States 59% of
Alaska’s population.
suicides are by firearms, whereas in
accounted for 72% of all
Alaska 67% were by firearms in
deaths in the 15-34 age group.
1998.
Suicide
Suicide is a complex behavior that
Suicides have traumatic emotional
can be prevented in many cases by
effects on the surviving friends and
early recognition and treatment of
loved
ones
in
all
communities.
Impacts are overwhelming in
mental disorders. Persistent patterns of suicide and suicide
small villages because of the face to face nature of all social
attempts are powerful indicators of the poor mental health
relations and strong traditional values of interdependence.
status of individuals and communities.
Alaskans commit suicide at a much greater rate than Americans as a whole. The suicide mortality rate, which is double
the national rate, did not decline during the 1990s. In 1998
Nevada had the highest age-adjusted rate of suicide deaths
with Alaska a close second. Rates are highest among
young men and among Alaska Natives.

Suicide is difficult to predict; preventive interventions focus
on risk factors. Reduction in access to lethal methods and
screening and treatment of mental and substance abuse
disorders are among the most promising approaches to
suicide intervention. More targeted approaches should consider risk factors most appropriate for select populations.

Suicide ranked as the fifth leading cause of death in Alaska
in 1998 with 131 deaths. Accidents and suicides accounted
for about 72% of all deaths in the 15-34 age group. After
accidents and adverse effects, suicide in 1998 accounted
for the greatest number of years of life lost (3,696).

Alaska 20/20 notes
Alaska’s suicide rate was second highest in the nation in
2006. For this and other reasons the National Alliance on
Mental Illness graded Alaska a “D” for mental health efforts.
Related measures include Substance Abuse (#36).

More information
Alaska Statewide Suicide Prevention Council: health.hss.state.ak.us/suicideprevention
Centers for Disease Control WISQARS: www.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqars
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
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36. Substance Abuse
Alcohol and drug abuse have a devastating impact on individuals, families and entire communities.
Smoking causes more premature
deaths than do all of the following
combined: cocaine, heroin, alcohol,
fire, motor vehicle crashes, homicide, and suicide.
Alcohol consumption during pregnancy is the leading preventable
cause of birth defects and mental retardation. In 2003, 38.7% of Alaska
high school students had at least
one drink of alcohol within 30 days.

Percentage of high school students who smoked cigarettes on one or
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past ten years in Alaska, the consumption rate has declined
8.5%.

Tobacco

Alcohol is a factor in many violent crimes including robbery,
family violence, sexual abuse and homicide. Over half of all
Tobacco is the greatest risk factor for all cancers combined
individuals in prison or community corrections have a diagand is the single leading preventable cause of cancer. More
nosed substance abuse problem. In Anchorage alcohol was
than one out of four Alaskans are addicted to tobacco.
a factor in almost half of all homicides and in more than half
Nearly half of these people will die prematurely as a result
of all sexual abuse and family vioof their addiction. Alaska has one of
lence cases. Alcohol appears even
the highest smoking rates in the
more frequently associated with
United States. Alaska Natives have
crimes in rural Alaska.
even higher smoking rates. NonTobacco is responsible for 1 in
smokers, including many children,
5 deaths of all Alaskans and is
The Department of Public Safety
are routinely exposed to tobacco
the single most preventable
collects information on alcohol arsmoke, jeopardizing their health.
rests by Alaska State Troopers. In
cause of death and disease.
2000, 48% of arrests involved alcoAlcohol
hol and drugs. This is very likely
Alaska is ranked in the top 10% of
underestimated since there is sigall states in the quantity of per capnificant under-reporting by police, witnesses, victims, and
ita alcohol sales and the highest ranked state in regard to
suspects about drug or alcohol use. Furthermore, this data
the prevalence of persons determined to be alcohol dedoes not include local or municipal police agencies.
pendent. A 1998 household survey found that 14% of the
adult population in the state, over 58,000 persons, were
Drug deaths
alcohol dependent or alcohol abusers. This represents more
The rate for drug-induced deaths in Alaska has increased
than twice the national average for the proportion of people
during the 1990s and is higher than the national rate. The
affected by alcohol.
rate for Alaska Natives is higher than the rate for all Alaskans. Fifty-five drug induced deaths occurred in 1999.
The consumption rate in Alaska is higher than in the rest of
the nation. Alcohol use could be high in Alaska for several
Alaska 20/20 notes
reasons, including isolation, separation from families, and
relatively young population. There is some speculation that
See also the notes section of Schools (#6) for more inforpart of our elevated consumption rates may be due to the
mation on the Youth Risk Behavior Survey.
large number of summer visitors. Consumption rates are
calculated based on in-state sales of alcoholic beverages
Related measures include liquor licenses per capita and
and the state population of 14 years and older. Over the
taxation of liquor and alcohol.

More information
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse: www.casacolumbia.org
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration: www.samhsa.gov
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37. Risky Behavior
Alaska has one of the highest injury
rates in the nation. Both the intrinsic
hazards of the Alaska environment
and low rates of protective behavior
contribute to injuries and injury
deaths.
More than one of every nine deaths
(11.6%) in Alaska during 2000 was
due to an unintentional injury, making it the third leading cause of
death.
Unintentional injury was the leading
cause of death in Alaska for ages 544 in 2000.

Unintentional death rates per 100,000 population, age adjusted for 2000:
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to travel risk.
Access to medical care is limited in rural areas. The need
for home heating devices increases the risk of fire and inhalation injuries. Recreational and subsistence hunting mean
that firearms are readily available, increasing the risk of
unintentional injuries as well as homicide and suicide.

Overview

The risk of injury is so great that most persons sustain a
significant injury at some time during their lives. Generally,
the public believes that injuries happen by chance and are
the result of unpreventable “accidents.” In fact, many injuries are not “accidents” or random,
uncontrollable acts of fate; rather,
most injuries are predictable and
preventable. The term “accident” is
Unintentional injury was the
replaced by “unintentional injury” or
“motor vehicle crash” to emphasize
leading cause of death in
the possibility of preventing such
Alaska for ages 5-44 in 2000.
incidents.
Injuries are a significant public
health and social services problem
because of their prevalence, their toll on the young, and the
high cost in terms of resources and suffering.

Issues & trends in Alaska

Injury mortality is greater in males
than females in all age groups, in
Alaska and nationally. Alaska Native
injury mortality rates are double
those for all Alaskans.

Occupational safety & health

Alaska’s rate of traumatic occupational injuries remains much higher
than the United States rate. Traumatic work-related injuries in Alaska
are, in part, a function of the distribution of workers in hazardous industries and high-risk environments such as commercial fishing, commercial aviation and logging.

The Alaska population is relatively young, with a mean age
of 32 in the 2000 census compared to a national median
age of 35. Several of the youngest census areas in the
United States are in Alaska, including Wade-Hampton (20),
Northwest Arctic Borough (24), and Bethel (25). Injuries are
the major cause of death among people aged one to 34
years nationally and among Alaskans aged one to 44.

The Alaska Trauma Registry collects information from all 23
hospitals in Alaska. Data from the period of 1991-1998 indicated the highest numbers of reported work-related injuries
by industry were in construction, commercial fishing, logging, and seafood processing. Logging, however, had the
highest incidence rate of over 16 work-related injuries per
1,000 logging industry workers in 1998.

Alaska is a land of abundant waters, rugged terrain, and
extreme climates. Alaskans rely on a variety of vehicles –
boats, small planes, snowmobiles, and all terrain vehicles –
to travel vast distances. Cold, darkness, and ice contribute

Alaska 20/20 notes
Related measures include Substance Abuse (#36), highly
correlated with risky behavior in general, and rates of seat
belt use and of sexually transmitted diseases.

More information
Alaska Bureau of Vital Statistics: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/bvs
Healthy Alaskans 2010: health.hss.state.ak.us/dph/targets/ha2010/default.htm
National Center for Injury Prevention & Control: www.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqars/
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38. Housing & Utilities
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Homeownership
Housing data in the 1990 and 2000 decennial censuses
show whether an occupied housing unit is owner-occupied
or renter-occupied. A housing unit is owner-occupied if an
owner or co-owner lives in the unit. Owner occupancy rates
increased in both Alaska and the
U.S. from 1990 to 2000.

At 19.7% costs for homeowners in Alaska were somewhat
higher than the national average of 18.7%. California homeowners spent the highest percent of their income on housing at 22.5% and West Virginians the lowest at 14.6%.

Renter costs

Census 2000 also captured median gross rent (expenses
such as rent, utilities, and fuel) as a
percentage of household income in
1999. In this category, the average
In 1990 56% of the total occupied
renter in Alaska fared slightly better
In 2003 Alaska had a
housing units in the state were
than those in the nation as a whole.
homeownership rate of 70%,
owner occupied. By 2000 lower
Renters in the U.S. spent 25.5% of
higher than the US average
interest rates, increased wages,
their gross income on rent while
lower unemployment rates, and
Alaskans were not far behind with
for only the second time.
loan programs that required lower
24.8%. Alaska ranked in the middle
down payments worked toward inof all states, tied with three others in
creasing this to 62.5%. This com25th place.
pares with 64.2% for the nation in 1990 and 66.2% by 2000.
Some lenders and budget advisors suggest spending no
Alaska owner occupancy rates improved 11% over the decmore than 30% of household income for housing related
ade, more than three times the nation’s 3% growth rate in
expenses. Alaska homeowners are conforming to national
owner occupancy. Recent census housing and vacancy
trends, but Alaska renters diverged from U.S. renters as a
survey data suggest that in 2003 Alaska had a home ownerlower percentage of renters in the state paid less than 20%
ship rate of 70%, higher than the U.S. average for the same
and a higher percentage paid 30% or more — a trend that
period. However, due to small sample size and different
was opposite the rest of the country for the decade.
collection procedures this data may not be directly comparable to data from the decennial censuses.
Alaska 20/20 notes
The percentage of rural households with running water and
Owner costs
sewer increased from 56% in 1996 to over 80% in 2004.
Based on Census 2000 data Alaska ranked 14th nationally
Many rural households still use honey buckets. Creating
in median housing costs for owners as a percentage of
acceptable sewage systems is a state priority.
household income in 1999. Owner costs include expenses
such as mortgage, taxes, insurance, utilities, and fuel.

More information
Alaska Housing Finance Corporation: www.ahfc.state.ak.us
Census Bureau Housing Topics: www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing.html
Regulatory Commission of Alaska: www.state.ak.us/apuc
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39. Social Services
The social services provided by nonprofit organizations fill in the gaps
between the benefits offered by private sector employment and those
provided by federal, state, local and
tribal governments.
This vital safety net spans a wide
array of services, including food
banks, homeless shelters, healthcare, job training and much more.
The outcome is enabling people to
live as full and normal lives as possible, supporting themselves and contributing to their communities.

Number of IRS-registered nonprofit organizations per 1,000 population:
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How many & how big
The nonprofit sector is comprised of those nongovernmental organizations, commonly known as 501c corporations, or nonprofits, that are
exempt from the federal corporate
income tax. Alaska’s nonprofit
sector is large and diverse.

Most public charities are small, with budgets of less than $1
million, and nearly half have budgets under $100,000. 501
(c)3 public charities account for nearly $2.5 billion in annual
expenditures.
The largest public charities, accounting for about two-thirds
of total public charity expenditures (over $1.3 billion), are
health related. The majority of non-government expenditures for health care in Alaska are
made by nonprofits.

Roughly 6,000 nonprofit organizations operate in every corner of
Alaska, in over 137 communities.

Roughly 6,000 nonprofit organizations operate in every corner of
Alaska, in over 137 communities.
That’s more per capita than any
other state, with 7.5 nonprofits per
1,000, compared to 5.1 per 1,000 nationally. Based on 2006
population estimates (660,000), one nonprofit exists for
every 110 Alaskans. One reason for this is the wide distribution of population across the state, and the need to create
nonprofits to independently represent and serve these
small, dispersed populations.
Nonprofit organizations in Alaska spent nearly $3.5 billion
dollars in 2004.
Most of Alaska’s nonprofit sector (roughly 3/4) is comprised
of either charitable 501(c)3 organizations or civic leagues
and social welfare 501(c)4 organizations. Within the 501(c)3
category, most are public charities; among public charities,
most are social service organizations, followed in order by
arts/culture, health organizations, education, and civic organizations.

While registered charitable organizations operate in virtually every
Alaska community, the vast majority – nearly 3/4 – are in Alaska’s
urban centers of Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau, MatanuskaSusitna Valley, and the Kenai Peninsula. Although most are
located in Anchorage, the numbers are deceiving because
many organizations located there operate statewide.

Employment
The percentage of the Alaska workforce employed by nonprofits is a little over 10%, whereas the national percentage
is just over 7%. Even more significant, while national growth
in nonprofit sector jobs has been steady, in Alaska it has
been going up – from 7% of the total workforce in 1990, to
over 10% today.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Since 2000 Alaska has ranked 9th in the nation for the number of nonprofits per capita. This differs from the ratio cited
above, probably because the Foraker numbers deal differently with churches and some other organizations in Alaska.
Related measures include Caring & Culture (#40).

More information
Foraker Group: www.forakergroup.org
National Center for Charitable Statistics: nccsdataweb.urban.org
United Way of Anchorage: www.uway.ak.org
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40. Caring & Culture
Caring and culture are two important
faces of civic engagement. Both
begin with taking an interest in matters beyond family and work, to look
at opportunities for making connections with our fellow Alaskans.
A strong sense of community in turn
makes it easier to address collectively the problems that communities
inevitably face.
A more functional community will
also find it easier to attract and keep
the individuals and families upon
whom Alaska’s future depends.

Alaska’s rank among the states in the Generosity Index:
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Volunteerism
Volunteers are defined as people who did unpaid work except for expenses through or for an organization. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has tracked self-reported volunteerism since 2002. In 2005 the US average volunteering rate
was 28.8% versus 38.3% in Alaska, the fifth-highest rank.
Volunteerism is self-reported, as opposed to charitable giving (below). It is interesting that Alaskans, when asked, report extremely high levels of volunteering while the data
show below average rates of charitable giving.

Charitable giving

categories with five being the worst: Alaska places in category four on this measure.

Culture: arts & humanities
Cultural events build bonds within and between communities and break down Alaska’s geographic isolation by connecting us to other places and cultures. They are vital to
attract and keep young, educated workers and their families
in Alaska.

In 2005 the US average
volunteering rate was 28.8%
versus 38.3% in Alaska,
the fifth-highest rank.

IRS data shows Alaskans who itemized claimed an average charitable
contribution of $3,550 in 2003, versus a national average of $3,729,
for a ranking of 29th out of the 50
states. The annual publication Giving USA estimates that itemized individual giving was 76%
of total giving in the United States in 2003.
However Alaskans itemize at a much lower rate than the
national average, 24% versus 34% in 2003. If one looks at
average charitable contributions as a percentage of all tax
returns instead of only itemized returns, the average Alaskan contribution of $694 in 2003, well below the national
average of $1,106, puts the state in 45th place.

Since 1999 Alaska has ranked either 24th or 25th each year
on the Catalogue for Philanthropy’s Generosity Index, which
ranks the 50 states based on how much people give in relation to how much they have. An alternative measure developed by the Boston Foundation places states in one of five

Cultural events also increase our
ability to communicate with one
another, contribute to problem solving and decision making skills and
give us new perspectives on our
own experiences and those of others.

The Alaska State Council on the
Arts (ASCA) and the Alaska Humanities Forum (AHF) are statewide partnerships that each
receive support through state, federal and private contributions.
ASCA has provided over 4,000 grants totaling more than
$42 million to organizations and individuals in nearly every
community in the state. Thousands of Alaskans have been
touched by AHF programs such as the Rose Urban Rural
Exchange, Leadership Anchorage, and the Grant Program,
which helps to fund a variety of ground-breaking humanities
projects across the state. Alaska 20/20 began in 1999 as an
AHF program.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Possible improvements include data by type of charity.

More information
Bureau of Labor Statistics volunteering: www.bls.gov/news.release/volun.toc.htm
Cultural Policy and the Arts National Data Archive: www.cpanda.org
National Center for Charitable Statistics: nccsdataweb.urban.org/tablewiz/states.php
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41. Subsistence
Subsistence is important to the
economy of rural Alaskan communities and to the culture of Alaska Natives, both historically and today.
Access to subsistence resources is
valued by all Alaskans. Federal law
requires a rural preference on federal lands. The Alaska constitution
forbids such a preference.
Due to lack of progress in resolving
this conflict federal agencies now
manage fish and game on federal
lands, while the state manages
these resources on state lands.

Fish, mostly salmon, make up 60% of the subsistence harvest by weight
and provide an approximate indication of subsistence trends:
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What is subsistence?
State and federal law define subsistence as the “customary
and traditional uses” of wild resources for food, clothing,
fuel, transportation, construction, art, crafts, sharing, and
customary trade.
Subsistence uses are central to the
customs and traditions of Alaska
Natives. Subsistence fishing and
hunting are important sources of
employment and nutrition in almost
all rural communities.

the rural population 51% were Alaska Native. Of Alaska’s
urban population about 7% were Alaska Native. Under state
law rural residents qualified for subsistence from 19781989. Since 1989 all state residents have qualified under
state law.

Who participates in subsistence?

Most rural families in Alaska
depend on subsistence fishing
and hunting.

Commercial fishing differs from subsistence fishing as it is
fishing for sale on commercial markets. Subsistence fish
and game cannot be commercially sold. Personal use fishing is similar to subsistence fishing, except that it is fishing
with nets for food in areas generally closed to subsistence,
particularly by residents of urbanized areas.
Sport fishing and hunting differ from subsistence in that,
although food is one product, they are conducted primarily
for recreational values following principles of “fair chase.”
While subsistence is productive economic activity which is
part of a normal routine of work in rural areas, sport fishing
and hunting usually are scheduled as recreational breaks
from a normal work routine.

Who qualifies for subsistence?
Federal and state laws currently differ in who qualifies for
subsistence. Rural Alaska residents, 20% of Alaska’s population in 1999, qualify for subsistence under federal law. Of

Most rural families in Alaska depend
on subsistence fishing and hunting.
For surveyed communities in different rural areas, from 92%-100% of
sampled households used fish,
79%-92% used wildlife, 75%-98%
harvested fish, and 48%-70% harvested wildlife.

The subsistence priority
Subsistence uses are given a priority over commercial fishing and recreational fishing and hunting in state and federal
law. By and large, urban fishers and hunters have not experienced major changes in harvest opportunity due to the
subsistence priority. Personal use net fisheries provide for
established food fisheries of urban residents in areas closed
to subsistence fishing. General hunting and sport fishing
regulations continue to provide opportunities for residents
and non-residents.
The greatest effect of state and federal subsistence laws
has been to legally recognize customary and traditional
harvest practices and uses in rural areas.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Subsistence is a highly divisive issue in Alaska with no clear
statewide public consensus for resolution.

More information
Alaska Department of Fish and Game Subsistence Division: www.subsistence.adfg.state.ak.us
National Park Service Alaska Subsistence History: www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/norris1/contents.htm
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42. Public Opinion
The best way to verify that government is earning the public trust is to
ask the people.
Alaska 20/20 recommends a regular
public opinion survey to measure the
nature and extent of public trust in,
and satisfaction with, federal, state,
local and tribal governments.
The survey could be a telephone
survey of a statistically valid sample
of Alaskans. The questions and margin of error would be reported along
with the results.

Answers to the question, “Who should be solving the issues and problems
of today?” from a survey of 1,000 Alaskans (margin of error +/- 3%):
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Source: 2001 Alaska Values Survey, Alaska 20/20

Measuring public opinion
Public opinion is typically measured using a poll, an interview usually conducted by telephone. Professional polling
organizations like Gallup regularly measure the "state of the
nation" by asking questions about the current president's
job approval rating, the public's satisfaction with the way
things are going in the country today, and public confidence
in economic conditions.

Done correctly, a professional poll minimizes these factors
and, with the electoral process, provides a valuable tool to
communicate the wishes of the people to their leaders. In
this spirit Alaska 20/20 has sponsored a number of polls.

2001 Alaska Values Survey
Prior to the 2001 Conference on Alaska’s Future Alaska
20/20 commissioned a statewide poll to identify the issues
that unite and divide Alaskans.

Scientific polls rely on the fact that
The poll found that 85% of Alasa small sample of people can ackans think of the state as home
curately represent the views of a
and 72% expect to live the rest of
much larger group. For example
85% of Alaskans think of the
their lives in Alaska. 72% of Alasthe Gallup “state of the nation” poll
state as home.
kans strongly agreed with the
questions 1,000 adult Americans to
statement, “My community is a
represent the views of 187 million.
good place to raise a family,” and
The results are accurate to within
90% felt safe in their community.
3% either way. This “margin of
error” means that if 50% of responThe urban/rural divide is very much an issue, with 65% of
dents approve of the job the president is doing the actual
Alaskans agreeing that city people will never understand
number could be as low as 47% or as high as 53%.
village people.
Larger sample sizes reduce the margin of error, but not very
When asked what their biggest concerns for the future
much. The thing to remember is that done scientifically with
were, 54% of the respondents referred to economic cona truly random sample polls accurately represent public
cerns, particularly oil and gas, and 50% referred to conopinion within the stated margin of error.
cerns about public policies, government and spending.

Problems with polls
The biggest threat to the validity of a poll is whether the
sampled respondents truly represent a random cross section of the target population, but there are other factors.
Responses can vary based on the order of the questions
asked, the information given to the respondent during the
poll (so-called “push polls”) and even who is asking the
question.

2003 Survey of Alaska Native Perspectives
Alaska Natives cite the same concerns about jobs, education and substance abuse that non-Natives refer to. However Alaska Natives are also very concerned about subsistence. Alaska Natives are generally confident in their current generation of leaders and are even more positive about
the ability of the next generation of Native leadership.

More information
Alaska 20/20 surveys: www.alaska2020.org/reports.htm
National Council on Public Polls: www.ncpp.org
Public Agenda: www.publicagenda.org
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43. Voter Turnout
National, state and local governments are all forms of representative
democracy, relying on the conscientious participation of informed voters
to choose their leaders.
Voter turnout, the rate at which Alaskans participate in elections, is an
important measure of citizen engagement and trust in government.
Partisanship and polarization in
Alaska seem to be more pronounced
in the political parties than in the
electorate, where 51% choose not to
affiliate themselves with a party.

Alaska voter turnout as a percentage of the population eligible
to vote is consistently higher than the national average:
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Measuring voter turnout
Voter turnout is not quite as simple as it looks. Turnout can
be expressed as a percentage of registered voters, as a
percentage of the voting age population (VAP), or as a percentage of the voting eligible population (VEP).
The VAP method includes persons ineligible to vote, mainly
non-citizens and ineligible felons. At the same time it excludes eligible voters living overseas. This is a significant distortion
because both of these populations
are large and increasing relative to
Just over half
the general population.
Researchers at George Mason University claim that when these
groups are properly accounted for
there has been no decline in national voter turnout since 1972.

the dubious honor of having the most inflated voter rolls in
the nation, passing Maine with a registration rate of 108%;
that is, for every 100 voting age adults there were 108 actual voters registered.
In 1996 the national registration rate was 74.6%, and specialists generally consider registration rates above 90% as
likely to contain a significant amount of ineligible voters.

Partisanship
Just over half of all registered voters
do not affiliate themselves with a
political party. In 1992 54% of registered Alaskan voters were unaffiliated, however a decade later in
2002 that number had steadily decreased to 51% as Alaskan voters
as a whole became somewhat more
partisan. In 2004 this trend reversed
itself: 52.8% of voters registered as “nonpartisan” or
“undeclared” and 47.2% registered as partisan. In 2006
those voters were 53.6% of the total.

of all registered
voters do not affiliate
themselves with a political
party.

Accuracy of voter rolls
To ensure the accuracy of Alaska’s count of eligible voters,
voter rolls are periodically purged of ineligible people. The
quality of this process has been an issue since the mid1980s when get-out-the-vote drives, in particular by African
Americans, enrolled new voters in record numbers.
All states endeavor to ensure the accuracy of their voter
rolls, but standards, application and enforcement vary
widely from state to state and even from city to city. In 1997
the legislature passed an act that would allow Alaska voter
rolls to be purged in accordance with The National Voter
Registration Act of 1993.

Among the 46.4% of partisan voters registered in 2006,
24.8% registered Republican, 14.3% Democrat and 7.3%
other, including Alaskan Independence, Green, Libertarian,
Republican Moderate and others.

Summary
There does not appear to be any cause for concern regarding voter turnout in Alaska. As a percentage of the voting
eligible population Alaska outperforms the national average
and the long term trend is level. However, accuracy of voter
rolls should be addressed.

Action on this issue is sorely needed. In 2000 Alaska won

More information
Alaska Division of Elections: www.gov.state.ak.us/ltgov/elections
Project Vote Smart: www.vote-smart.org
United States Elections Project: elections.gmu.edu
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44. Public Management
The quality of public management,
combined with leadership and adequate resources, determines how
effective state government can be in
delivering results.
In the end this quality will be reflected in the level of trust people
have in governmental institutions,
and their satisfaction regarding the
governmental services they receive.
The Government Performance Project provides an outside perspective
on the comparative effectiveness of
state governments.

Number of states receiving higher grades than Alaska in the 2005
Government Performance Project evaluation of public management areas:
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SOURCE: Abridged from “Grading the States 2005:
Alaska,” Government Performance Project, 2005.

Introduction

Alaska’s chief human resource opportunity is in the state’s
ability to recognize and reward its best performers. Merit
increases are inclined to reward length of service as opposed to performance, and little opportunity exists for active
employee feedback.

There’s a certain amount of irony in the fact that a state
currently rolling in oil-related dollars receives a C in Money.
But areas like long-term outlook
and structural balance are unquestionably weaknesses that affect the
To mitigate its impending
state’s grade in that area. As for
financial woes Alaska will need
structural balance, with great reliance on natural resource reveto strengthen its ties to citizens
nues, the state is frequently forced
by engaging them in substantive
to rely on one-time measures when
discussion about its future.
oil prices aren’t high.

Money
Alaska exhibits little financial planning preparedness for the
day when oil prices dip. Alaska’s pension funds have very
large unfunded liability burdens, and the state routinely runs
a budget deficit. To mitigate its impending financial woes
Alaska will need to strengthen its ties to citizens by engaging them in substantive discussions about its future taxing
and spending preferences and needs. The state completes
financial reports in a timely manner and receives clean audit
opinions regarding its financial statements. The state does
not exhibit clear linkages of costs with operational performance. However, the state’s recent push to reignite performance measurement may help nudge the state to strengthen
this linkage.

People
Although Alaska does not conduct central workforce planning the Division of Personnel is working to increase agency
attention on retirement projections. Many statistics (i.e. hiring, turnover, and training) are not regularly tracked.

Infrastructure

Alaska does not produce a statewide capital plan, however, the
Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities functions as a
clearinghouse for building projects
by other agencies. The Statewide
Transportation Improvement Plan
has lost credibility because of delays in project construction. The
state’s department of transportation
estimates that deferred maintenance is at least $375 million and that the agency’s maintenance needs are at least $40 million under-funded annually.

Information
A comprehensive information technology strategic plan has
yet to emerge. While there are efforts to incorporate performance information into the budget process, the inexperience in collecting the information is an obstacle to this endeavor. Agency use of performance information for internal
decisions is also a work in progress. The state has no performance audit capabilities at this point. Generally, citizens
can access online services and performance information
about state government without undue burden.

Alaska 20/20 notes
The Government Performance Project link below indicates
an updated report card will be available in 2008.

More information
Alaska Progress Report: www.alaska2020.org
Government Performance Project: results.gpponline.org
State of Alaska Office of Management and Budget: www.gov.state.ak.us/omb
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45. Cost of Government
Still, government should always
strive to provide services in the most
cost effective way possible.
We can measure our progress by
comparing combined state and local
spending in Alaska against our own
performance over time, and with that
of other states.

Alaska cost of state and local government per dollar of personal income:
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Costs in Alaska are typically higher
than elsewhere for a number of reasons, and government provides
many services where cost is an important but not necessarily the primary consideration.

Source: Public Strategies Group

SOURCE: Abridged from “Citizen’s Guide to the Budget,”
Institute of Social and Economic Research, January 2004.

Taking out those three types of outlays Alaska is 46%
above the national average in government spending.

Alaska spends more

Why we spend more

The State of Alaska provides many of the services provided
by local government in other states: in Alaska about 60% of
combined state and local government spending takes place
at the state level, compared to about 40% for the U.S. overall. As a result it is appropriate to
compare total state and local government outlays (spending).

Why does the State of Alaska spend significantly more per
capita than any other State? Alaska’s small scattered population prevents economies of scale, its inhospitable geography and weather makes the personal delivery of services
expensive, the State has loose
eligibility requirements for some
government programs, as a new
State our public infrastructure
From 1990-2001 Alaska’s per
In 2000, the most recent year for
needs to be brought up to lower
which information is available,
forty-eight standards, we have high
capita state spending fell 41%,
Alaska outlays not adjusted for
public wage and benefits rates, and
the most of any state.
cost of living were about 127%
we have more school age children
above the average for the U.S.-(which, due to the cost of educaclose to the ratio in the late 1960s
tion, are a very expensive demoand early 1970s. If we adjust outgraphic).
lays to take account of the higher cost of living (and, consequently, the cost of delivering public services) then Alaska
Even on an adjusted basis Alaska is spending $1.46 of its
was 90% above the national average.
own money for every $1.00 the “average” state and its localities spend per capita.

Permanent Fund and federal grants
A large part of Alaska’s outlays result from the payment of
the Alaska Permanent Fund dividend, State agency debt,
and federal grants. Removing Permanent Fund dividends
from the mix is proper because of the program’s unique
nature. It is also appropriate to take out State agency debt
payments because the majority of this debt is paid by private citizens or businesses that have borrowed money
through governmental programs, and the State is just passing on debt service paid by borrowers. Netting out federal
grant spending is useful because it demonstrates how much
of our own money the State and its localities are spending.

Alaska 20/20 notes
According to a study by the libertarian CATO Institute inflation adjusted state spending in Alaska, not including local
government spending, fell 41.1% from 1990-2001, compared to an average spending increase of 18.1% nationwide, making Alaska’s real spending growth the smallest in
the nation. New York (-5.1%), Michigan (-13.8%) and Hawaii (-14.4%) were the only other states to reduce per capita state spending over that period.
Planned improvements include data by level of government.

More information
Alaska Office of Management and Budget: www.gov.state.ak.us/omb
ISER Citizen’s Guide to the Budget: citizensguide.uaa.alaska.edu
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46. Missions & Measures
Missions and Measures is the State
of Alaska’s strategic planning framework. It links desired public policy
outcomes to performance measures
that reveal at a glance how well an
agency is doing in meeting the
needs of Alaskans.
State agencies set their own performance measures and are held
accountable for meeting the goals
and timelines they create.
The State of Alaska Office of Management and Budget manages the
Missions and Measures process.

Percent of departmental performance measures showing progress:
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Source: Alaska Office of Management & Budget

Managing for results

ers enrolled in substance abuse or prison work programs.

Missions and Measures was created in 1998 when the state
legislature attached a few performance measures to the
state budget. Missions and Measures indicate the “return on
investment” Alaskans are getting for their budget dollars.
Since then Missions and Measures has been passed as
separate legislation and the program is now managed by
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

Towards effective and efficient government
Performance measures are generally of two types, outcome
or output. Raising the quality of public schools, increasing
the standard of living and protecting the environment are all
examples of outcome measures and should be at the top of
the Missions and Measures list for any given department.

Examples of output measures include student graduation
rates, number of high-paying jobs and the number of permitManaging for results is a concept borrowed from the private
ted landfills. These are complesector where it is variously known
mentary measures to outcomes
as performance measurement,
indicating how well strategies are
performance management, results
Missions and Measures indicate
being implemented.
based budgeting and other names.

Measuring performance

the “return on investment”
Alaskans are getting for their
budget dollars.

The Missions and Measures process begins with establishing what
the desired goal of a program is
and goes on to develop a strategy
for achieving the goal and distinct
performance measures, targets and timelines that indicate
progress.

Performance measures look different at different levels. The
mission of the Department of Corrections (DOC) is “to protect the public by incarcerating and supervising offenders.”
The end results DOC wants to achieve are to reduce by
20% the number of new crimes committed by offenders
while in prison, under supervision in the community and
within one year of release from prison.
DOC has implemented a number of strategies to make progress towards these goals. These strategies have their own
missions and measures, for example the number of offend-

Cost is a frequently cited output
measure and one that is necessary
to give a true indication of “return
on investment.” Cost is usually
expressed in terms of dollars per
unit, where the unit could be students educated, jobs created or parks maintained.

Room to improve
Departmental performance measures vary widely in quality.
For example, the Division of Solid Waste Management has
a single top-level performance target: 100% of class I and II
municipal landfills are properly located, permitted and authorized. 98% of these landfills meet this criterion.
This is misleading however, since over half of all landfills in
Alaska are class III, a class unique to Alaska (see #27
Waste). This class is not mentioned in the Division’s performance measures, leaving a grossly incomplete picture of
solid waste management in Alaska.

More information
State of Alaska Office of Management and Budget: www.gov.state.ak.us/omb/results
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47. Balanced Budget
The CBR is currently projected to
run out in 2010 without additional
spending reductions, revenue from
new resource development, using a
portion of permanent fund earnings
and/or new taxes.
Oil price and production are the most
important factors in state revenue
projections.

Alaska general fund revenue and spending, in billions:
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As a state we spend more money
than we take in. This fiscal gap is
currently covered using money from
our state savings account, the Constitutional Budget Reserve (CBR).

Source: Legislative Finance Division

SOURCE: Abridged from “Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report FY05-06,” Alaska Dept. of Administration, 2006.

Economic condition and outlook

The state’s major source of revenue is petroleum related.
FY 06 was a good year. The Department of Revenue proThe well-being of the State of Alaska is best reflected in the
jected Alaska North Slope West Coast price of $58.72 per
operations of the general fund. The general fund is the
barrel for FY 06 in its spring 2006 Revenue Sources Book.
state’s primary operating fund and accounts for all financial
Actual Alaska North Slope oil prices were $2 per barrel over
resources except those required to be accounted for in anthat, averaging $60.80 per barrel for the fiscal year. Record
other fund. The state maintains many accounts and subhigh oil prices were set in FY 06; Alaska North Slope prices
funds (created by law) that are acclimbed by forty percent from the
counted for and reported within the
prior year. Oil price volatility contingeneral fund. Three of the most
ues however, and price fluctuations
The Alaska Department of
notable are the Constitutional
will persist as Middle-East tensions
Budget Reserve Fund, the Permaand concerns about crude oil supply
Revenue currently predicts the
nent Fund Dividend Fund and the
disruptions endure.
Constitutional Budget Reserve
Public Education Fund.

General fund operations

will be exhausted in 2010.

Revenues
The state’s major source of unrestricted revenue is petroleum related. In FY06 petroleum
revenue was 56% of all general fund revenues. The largest
source of nonpetroleum revenues is federal, which makes
up 29% of revenues. Not all revenues that flow into the general fund are available to pay for unrestricted government
activities. The most notable are federal revenues, which are
provided for specific purposes.

Expenditures
The total expenditures charged against general fund appropriations during FY06 amounted to $6.2 billion, an increase
of $686 million from FY03. Expenditures by department
include Health and Social Services (27.7%), Education and
Early Development (18.6%), Revenue (14.5%), Transportation and Public Facilities (13.8%) and all other departments
at about 4% or less each.

Alaska 20/20 notes

The distinction between restricted
and unrestricted funds is critical, as
the legislature can only appropriate the latter.
The Constitutional Budget Reserve (CBR) was established
in 1990 as a buffer to insulate the state budget from oil price
swings that devastated Alaska's economy in the 1980s. For
10 of the past 13 years the state has relied on the CBR to
make up the difference between unrestricted revenue and
the annual state budget. The Alaska Department of Revenue currently predicts the CBR will be exhausted in 2010
given the oil price forecast and if no steps are taken to increase revenues and/or decrease spending.
A difference of $1 in the price of Alaska North Slope crude
oil prices in a year means a difference of $50 million in revenues to Alaska.

More information
Alaska Legislative Finance Division: www.legfin.state.ak.us
Alaska Office of Management and Budget: www.gov.state.ak.us/omb
ISER Citizen’s Guide to the Budget: citizensguide.uaa.alaska.edu
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48. Net Assets
The net assets of Alaska represent
how wealthy we are as a state, and
in what direction we are heading.
Net assets include everything from
the value of the permanent fund to
roads and schools to public corporations such as the Alaska Housing
Finance Corporation.
Net assets captures major one-time
financial events, depreciation, deferred maintenance, supplemental
appropriations and use of the Constitutional Budget Reserve.

State of Alaska net assets (in billions):
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Source: State of Alaska Comprehensive Annual Financial Report

Net assets less the permanent fund

$103 million to the state each year through 2008.

The value of Alaska’s net assets at the close of the 2006
fiscal year was $44.4 billion. 74% of this was in the principal
portion of the Alaska Permanent Fund (APF).
The APF varies dramatically with market conditions and the
principal is among the State’s restricted assets and by definition not
subject to appropriation.
The Alaska Division of Finance
2006 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report shows net assets
increasing by $4.4 billion.

For both the Alaska Industrial Development Export Authority
and AHFC this has meant large asset transfers sometimes
resulting in significant negative net incomes. A consequence has been flat or even negative net asset growth
even though these agencies are
over time producing income.

Alaska is essentially “house
poor”: we have locked up most
of our wealth and now have
trouble making ends meet.

Covering the fiscal gap
Alaska has been growing capital assets (physical assets
such as equipment, buildings, roads and land) and restricted assets while covering budget shortfalls using the
Constitutional Budget Reserve Fund.
In financial terms Alaska is sacrificing liquidity to maintain
net assets. This rapid burn of State working capital will increasingly result in a “cash crunch” where the State has
plenty of assets but no way to convert those assets into
cash that can be used to fund current expenses. Alaska is
essentially “house poor”: we have locked up most of our
wealth and now have trouble making ends meet.
The fundamental problem is a cash shortage due to spending more as a state than we take in. This deficit has been
offset in recent years by requiring the various State-owned
public corporations to return a portion of their assets and
net incomes to the General Fund. The Alaska Housing Finance Corporation (AHFC) for example has agreed to pay

Legislative appropriation of public
corporation assets may degrade
the ability of these agencies to perform their tasks and/or result in
bond rating downgrades. The most
dramatic example of this phenomenon was the liquidation of the
Alaska Science and Technology
Foundation in 2003 and the appropriation of its $95 million
endowment into the state general fund.

Trends & limitations
Alaska’s capital assets increased from $4.7 billion in
FY2003 to $6 billion in FY2006. About half of the total capital assets amount is accounted for as “construction in progress,” and much of this is federally financed.
In the next few years there will be a disproportionate
amount of reported depreciation due to changes in the way
the State accounts for the value of its assets. It is worthwhile to note that the value of the State’s 105 million acres
of land, among other things, is not meaningfully reported.

More information
Alaska Department of Administration Division of Finance: fin.admin.state.ak.us
Governmental Accounting Standards Board: www.gasb.org
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49. Public Debt
The interest rate paid by the state is
determined by Alaska’s bond rating similar to a consumer credit rating.
The higher the rating, the lower the
cost of borrowing. This bond rating
indicates how confident lenders are
in Alaska’s ability to repay our public
debt, and how attractive Alaska is as
an investment.

Alaska’s total debt payments as a percentage of unrestricted revenues:
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The State of Alaska issues general
obligation bonds to finance roads,
schools and other public infrastructure and projects. The state is legally
required to repay these loans, by
raising taxes if necessary.

Source: “Alaska Public Debt 2004-2005”

SOURCE: Abridged from “Alaska Public Debt 2005-2006,”
Alaska Department of Revenue Treasury Division, 2006.

General Obligation Bonds

The State's credit rating improved from 1973 to 1999. A
significant factor is the tailoring of maturities to the expected
life of Prudhoe Bay and the State's oil-based revenues.
More recently the extension of the anticipated life of oil production from the North Slope, the liquidity provided by oilbased revenues, and the growth of the State’s Permanent
Fund have become significant factors.

The State has liability or potential exposure for repayment
of principal and interest in nine categories of debt. State
Debt includes general obligation bonds (GOBs). The full
faith, credit and resources of the State are pledged to the
payment of principal and interest
on this debt. If future State revenues are insufficient to make the
If future revenues are insufficient
required principal and interest
to make payments the State is
payments the State is legally required to raise taxes in order to
legally required to raise taxes to
meet these obligations.

meet these

The State Constitution provides
that GOBs must be authorized by
law and ratified by the voters. Generally the Constitution
permits authorization of GOBs only for capital improvements. There is no statutory limit on the amount of State
GOB's that may be authorized.
The State has issued GOBs 50 times since statehood, raising almost $1.9 billion. As of June 30, 2005, the State had
$438.4 million in GOBs outstanding. General obligation
bonds are issued mostly for transportation (41%) and education (33.6%) projects.

Bond ratings
The interest cost on State bond issues is determined by
several factors, the major factor being the general level of
interest rates in the economy. The credit rating assigned to
an issuer and the investor perception of credit worthiness
are also important factors.

Debt service

In recent years debt service has
included, for determining debt capacity, debt service on State general obligation bonds, University of
Alaska bonds that are State supobligations.
ported, State reimbursement of
municipal school debt, and lease
payments on lease-purchase financing. Inclusion of the above items brings all debt paid
from the State's General Fund within the measure of debt
burden generally used by the rating agencies. State policy
has attempted to maintain this more inclusive ratio in the
range of 5% to 8%.

Alaska 20/20 notes
Alaska had no outstanding GOBs from 2000 to 2002. The
current outstanding GOBs were issued in 2003, for which
Standard & Poor maintained Alaska’s 1992 AA rating with a
stable outlook. In August 2002 Moody’s placed a negative
outlook on Alaska’s Aa2 rating, citing Alaska’s “sizable
structural deficit and continued reliance on reserve fund
drawdowns to fully fund its operations.” Moody’s upgraded
their outlook to stable in November 2004 “on the assumption that the state will ultimately make the hard decisions
necessary to address its structural budget problems.”

More information
Alaska Department of Revenue: www.revenue.state.ak.us
Statistical Abstract, State & Local Government Finances: www.census.gov/prod/2004pubs/04statab/stlocgov.pdf
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